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CHAPTF..R I 
I NTRODUCTION 
This study was an nttompt to , determine whether or not 
pupils in Gr ades I and II woul d achieve hi gher scores on those 
standardized reading tests which contain the greatest per 
ocnt of wo~ds in common with basal readers. 
Results from standardized tests are ofton used for 
evaluating pupil achievement~ Therefore, it is logical to 
assume that the tests should measure what has been taught. 
1 Gates states t hat since the r eading of first graders is 
l imited l argely to the s pecific words they have learned , t heir 
scores on a standardized test ~dll probabl y depend grea tly on 
the number of such words included in t he test. 
This study was ·an attempt to anal yze primary reading test 
scores 1n order to answer theaG ~uestions: 
1 . Does the mean test score depend upon the extent of 
vocabulary a greement of test and text? 
, 
1A. I . Gates, "The Measurement and Evaluation of' Achieve-
mont 1n Reading, 11 ~~ Teaching .2f Rea.dins: A Second Report, 
National Society for t he Study of Education, Thirty-Sixth 
Yearbook, Part I (Bloomington , Illinois: Public School Pub-
l ishing Company, 1937), PP• 359- 390. 
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2. Does the sensitivity to common test - text vocabulary 
diminish after Grade I ? 
2 
3. Does skill in phonetic analysis lessen the effect of 
common test-text vocabulary? 
4 . Do some reading systenm more than others show greater 
response to common test-text vocabulary? 
5 . Do test scores of boys depend more upon common test-
text vocabulary than do test scores of girls? 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
The purpose of this study was to det ermine the infl uence 
of vocabulary common to test and text on pr imary reading t est 
1 
scores. Ruoh , aft er analyzing studies of s t andardized tests , 
says, "There is an urgent need for comparat ive s tudies of the 
rela tive values of' existing tests. In some subjects this need 
i s pr obabl y mor e insistent than the producti on of new tests.n 
~ Lis ts 
Since the publishing of Thorndike' s ~ Teacher's ~ 
Book numerous ot her word lists have been compiled. ~~ny of 
t hem have been used as guides for the vocabulary content of 
2 textbooks and tests . The origina l Thorndi ke wor d l ist has 
been. \'7idol y used a s a vocabul ary source. It cont ai ns the 
10 , 000 wor ds which appear most frequently i n adult literature . 
1G. M. Ruch, "Recent Deve l opments in St a t i s t ical Pr o-
cedures , 11 Revie\v £f.. Educational Res earch (Febr uary, 1933), 
3:39- 40 . 
~. L. Thorndike, The Teacher 's Word Book (New York : 
Te acher s ColleEe, Col umbia University:-192~ 
- 5 -
4 
Thorndike1 revised and enlarged t his list in The Teacher's 
- .;;,;;;.;..;o.;;.=---
Word ~ £! 20,000 Words. The chief sources of t he wor ds 
in this volume are : readers , textbooks, the Bible and English 
2 
c l assics. Thorndike and Lorge brought out The Teacher 's 
- ............... .--..--. .... 
Word~ of 30,000 Words. Each uord listed bas u r ating 
from f i ve separate counts. The f irst thousand words are 
mar ked by the symbol AA, and t he second t housand by A. The 
first f ive hundred and the second five hundred ar e ar r anged 
in two separate a l phabetical lists . 
3 Gates pr epared a source of \vords more sui tabl e for the 
use of persons writing mat erial t o be used in the primary 
grades. A l ist was compiled from: two thous and five hundred 
vtorda of highest frequency i n The Teacher 1 s ~ ~' words 
found in children's literature , most frequent wor ds i n primary 
r eaders, and words most frequent i n the s poken vocabulary of 
young chil dr en . Each word was then given a rating on each o~ 
these bases: interes t; utility ; frequency in primnry litera-
ture , in renders, i n children's s poken l anguage, and in 
1E. L. Thorndike, The Teacher 's Word Book of 20, 000 
Words ( lle v1 York: Tea chors-college , Columbii""'Universi ty, 
1931) . 
2 E. L. 'l"'horndike and Irving Lor ge , The Teacher 1 s \Jor d 
5ook of 30 ,000 Words (New York: Teachers-cQl l ese , Col umbia 
Universi t y , 1944) . 
3 Arthur I. Ga t es , 11 The Constr uction of a Reading Vocabu-
l ary for t he Primary Gr ades ." Teacher s College Record ( March, 
1926 ) , 27:625- 642. 
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rep~esentative literature for older children and adults. A 
composite rating was assigned each word on the basis of the 
individual ratings. The wor ds on the published list were 
those with composite ratings up to one thousand five hundred . 
The International Kindergarten Union1 l ist, a vo~abulary 
list of another type, has also been used by authors of primary 
reading materia l. This list is a tabulation of words under-
stood by children before entering first grade. It was made of 
words recorded and tabulated from children' s spontaneous 
s peGch. The 2596 words of h~ghest frequency comprise the 
published list . 
2 The Wheeler -Howell list was compiled because its authors 
f'elt that there were inconsistencies in the Gates list. They 
studled primers and first readers published between 1922 and 
1929 . The 453 \'lords of highest frequency were published . 
3 
Dale sta tes that a. major problem of \'Vr i ters of books 
for first grade children is use of a vocabulary tha t is con·-
stituted or words knovm to children and words likely to be of 
permanent value. To list such a vocabulary he compared the 
lchild Study Committee of the Interna tional Kindergarten 
Union, ! Stu~y 2£ ~ Vocabulary ~ Chi l dren Before Entering 
First Gr ade Washington, D. C. : The International Kindergarten 
Union, 1928) . 
2E. E. Wheeler nnd E. A. Howell, "A First Gr ade Vocabulary 
Study . 11 Element ary School Journal (Sept ember, 1930), 31:52-60 . 
3Edgar Dal e, "A Comparison of Two Word Lists ," Rduoational 
Research Bulletin (December 9, 1931), 10:484-489 . 
,, 
IKU list and the thousand ~ords of hi~~est frequency in ~ 
Teacher ' s ~ ~· He found 789 wor ds common t o both lists . 
1 
Buckingham and DQleh combined the res1lits of Thorndike 's 
Teacher ' s ~ ~ of 20,000 Words with those of ten other 
studies, givi ng either the frequency or grade place~cnt ac -
cording to children 1s usage . 
2 Lorge undertook a study to de t ermine the f r equency wi th 
which each of the various meanings of mul ti-meaning words was 
used in a representative sampling of English and Ame~ican 
w~1t1ng. From t he list can be determined not only the most 
frequently used words , but also the meanings used most fre-
quently. The results of this study are not readily available . 
Ri nsland3 shows in his study the frequency of use of each 
common word by children at each grade l evel 
A atudy in which th~ purpose vms to derive a list of 
words \"lhich were of highest importance to primary children 
was carried out by Rickard. 4 He compared the Horn5 and the 
1B. R. Buckingham and E . W. Dol ch, ! Combined~~ 
(Boston: Ginn and Company, 1936). 
2I rving Lorge, nThe English Semantic Count, 11 ':Peacher~ 
Collcso Record {October, 1937 ) , 39: 65- 79 . 
3H. D. Rinsl and, !!_ Basic Vocabulary gt Elemento.r·y School 
Chil d,ren (New York : The Eiiicmilla..n Company, 1945). 
4Gur rett E. Rickard, 11~he Recognition Vocabulary o!' 
Pr imary Pupils," Journal of F.ducational Research (December , 
1935 ), 29:281-291 . 
5M. D. Hor n, "The Thousand and 'l:hree ~lords L;.ost Fr equently 
Used by Kindergart en Chil dren," Chil dhood Education (March , 
1927), 3: 119. 
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1 Gates Primary word lists, finding 123 words in common between 
the first two hundred words of each l ist. He believes these 
words to be high l y valuabl e because they are the ones with 
which primary children have greatest s poken familiarity and 
because they are words that the children will need in subse-
quent reading. The children \Ver e tested orally and individually 
on this list of words. The t es t was one of visual recognition 
unaided by context. Pupils in each of t he first t hree g r ades 
were tested. As a. result of the testing it was possible to 
rank each wor d in order of difficulty on t he basis of the 
number of pupi ls missing each word . 2 Rickard concludes, as 
a result of his study: 
Factors det ermining ease of recognition are 
a. Frequency of oral use, the greater the 
or a l familiarit~ the better t he chances 
of visual recogni tion. 
b. Lengt h of words, wor ds cont a ining few l et-
t ers more easil y recognized than longer 
ones. 
c. Configuration of words as determined by 
the r e l a tion of ascending , descending , and 
neutral l e t ters within t he word . 
Factors of littl e consequence are 
a. Presence or absence within a word of l et -
ters easily recognized, or t hose difficult 
of recogniti on. 
1 Gates, £J2• cit . 
2Rickard , ~· ~. , p. 291 
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b. Vividness of one part of speech in contrast 
\Vi t h another. 
Evaluations £! ~ Lists 
1 Dale disagrees with the i dea that the frequency index 
of a wor d is valid evidence of its familiarity to a child . 
2 Horn says of word lists that they are not valid measures of 
t he present vocabulary s t atus or needs of children . He made 
t hese suggestions of criteria to supplement or correct the 
cri teria of gross f requency as t he basis of t he importance 
· of words : dis tribution of use i n each part of a cross section 
of t he popul ati on , s pread into the vario11s activities of life 
to which vocabul ary pert ai ns, geogr aphical distrib1lt1on, qual i -
ty of the warda, their cruciality, their per menence, and their 
dif ficulty. He concl udes that word lists do make i t possibl e 
to determine the rel ative va l ue of wor d.s with far grea ter pre -
cision than is possibl e by methods of judgment . 
McKee3 says that incl usion of words on one of Thorndike' s 
lists does not mean that t he words represent concepts under-
s tood by chil dren . I.lany words of lower frequency are more 
1Edgar Dal e, nEva lu.ating Thorndike ' s Word List . 11 Educa-
tional Research Bulle tin (November 25, 1931 ), 10:451-457 . 
2Ernest Horn 11The Val idity and Reliability of Adult 
Vocabulary Lists ," The El ementar.z English Revievr (April , 
1935), 16: 129- 134, 138 . 
3Paul McKee , "Viord List and Vocabulary Difficul ty in 
Reading Matter , " ~ Elementary English Review (November , 
1937), 14:241-245. 
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easily understood by children. 
1 
Arter r eviewing many vocabul ary studies, Seegers con-
el udes that even though ther.e are vocabulary dif ferences be-
tween: children and adults, peopl e from dif fer ent geographica l 
areas , boys and girls, people of low and high intel l i gence, 
and people wit h rich and meager l anguage environment, t her e 
i s a central core of perhaps three or four thousand words not 
greatly afrected by t hese dif ferences. Seegers also criticized 
VIOr d lis ts for various reasons. One weakness was the fai l ure 
i n many s tudies either to weight the contributions f r om dif-
ferent s ources or else f ai lure to we1ght the sources adequately. 
Some composite lis t s were put together without due considera-
t ion of t he relative importance of ea ch contributory list. 
In most lists semantic variations, lnflectional changes, and 
contextual use have not been consider ed suff iciently. 
2 
Wilking states that t he words in most vocabulary tests 
made from lists are chosen by r a ndom sampling. Therefor e, 
t he words select ed may not be those mos t rrequently used . In 
addition, it is noted that mere frequency of use is no guaran-
tee that a wor d should be l earned by chi ldren. 
lJ . C. Seeger s, ''Vocabulary Probl ems i n the Elementary 
School, 11 The Elementary English Revie'l:·l (January, 1940 ) , 17: 
28 - 43. 
2s . Vincent Wilking , "Do Our Readi~ Tests Test the Right 




Buckingham says, in regard to the use of word lists by 
authors of primary grade materials, that the assumption that 
the most frequently o.ppearing words are the easiest words i s 
only pa.rtially . true. Any list which counts onl y the frequency 
with which words occur has t hese shortcomings: 
1. No account is taken of t he various meani ngs a single 
word form may have . Some meanings of the same word are harder 
and not known as early as others. 
2 . No attempt is made to reveal in t erms of t he maturity 
of the chi l d the l evel at which the words may safely be used . 
2 Lorge reports a me thod of judging the relative difficulty 
of read or spoken passages. By means of a formula a readabili-
ty index can be derived. The basic data used in computing t he 
index are as follows: 
1. :Number of \'rords in the sample 
2. Number of sentences in the sample 
3 . Number of prepositional phra ses in the s ample 
4. Number of hard words in the sampl e (those not on the 
Dale0 l ist) 
1a. R. Buckin§llam, "A Decade of Pr ogress in the Improve-
ment of Textbooks, · The Appraisal of Current Practices in Read-
as~. (Chicago: The Un'I'Versity of chiCago Press f 1945) I pj;)"7 231-
2Ir ving Lor ge, "Predicting Readability," Teachers Col lege 
Record OJfarch, 1944 ) , 45:404- 419 . 
3Edgar Dal e , 11A Comparison of' Two Wor d L1sts, n Educa-
tional Research Bulletin (December 9 , 1931}, 10:484-489 . 
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In computing the index, the following procedure is used: 
Item 6, average sentence length: Divide 1 by 2 = . x .07 = 
Item 8, ratio of prepositional phrases: Divide 3 by 1 = 
.xl3.01 = 
Item 9, ratio of hard words: Divide 4 by 1 = . xl0.73 = 
Const ant ~ 1. 6126 
Add Items 6, 8, 9, and C = Readability Index 
Primary Reading Skills 
In teaching reading , comprehension is str essed from the 
ver y beginning . In order that this can be so, the child must 
either be familiar \nth t he words or else have adequate s kill 
in attacking \70rds new to him. Careful vocabulary control has 
been exercised by the authors of all recent basal reading sys-
1 
tems. Spache report s a trend toward greater repetition and 
a lighter vocabulary burden in all l evels of primary gr ade 
readers . He also says that the most dir ect measure of a read-
2 
er's difficulty is its number of different ~ords. Buckingham 
summarizes the changes in primary renders by saying : that the 
number of n<nv words in a g1 ven book is much smaller in the 
newer books, that the rate of introduction of new words is 
much less, and t hat there is sys tematic repetition of words 
1George .Spache, 11 New Tr ends i n Primary Gr ade Readers , " 
Elementary School Journal (December , 1941), 42:283-290. 
2Buckingham, 2R.. ill• 
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without undue gaps. I n addition, he states that the diff'i-
culty of' a book is determined bot h by the number of' hard words 
it cont ai ns and by t he type of' con t ent. 
Even when suppl ement ar y r eaders are used, it is believed 
by some t hat t here should still be an atte~pt t o control the 
1 
vocabulary. Curtis states that extensive r eading a t the pre -
primer l evel is valuable, if mat er ial is available in which 
there is suf'ficient overlapping of vocabulary. It is stated, 
p owever, that sometimes the extent of' overlapping i s so small 
that t he second pr e - primer i s har der than t he same number of 
~ages i n the basal primer. 
In a study of growth made by f:lrst gr ade children in rea.d-
2 ing skills, Boney and Lynch r eport that few reading skills 
are acquired in Grade I by slow learners. They a l so state 
tho.t vocabula..r y burden is considered to be most significant 
i n beginning reading i nstruction. 
3 Donnelly says , 11A child's comprehension and r ate in 
r eading in the first gr ade are determined l arge l y by his skill 
i n accurate word recogniti on . Reading difficulties in the 
1H. 1:. . Curtis, "Wide Res.ding for Beginners," Journal of 
Educational Research (December, 19~8), 32:255-262 . --
2c. D. Boney and Julia E Lynch, 11 A Study of Reading 
Growths i n the Primury Grades, " ~ Elementary !nglish Review 
(April, 1942), 19: 115-121 , 133. 
0Hel en E. Donnelly , "The Growth of Wor d Recogni tion Skills 
in Grade Ono , 11 Education ( Sept ember, 1935), 56:40. 
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primar y grades are evidenced primarily by a failure i n this 
skill . " She also concl udes t hat t here is need for more in-
ventory testing to measure mastery of basic vocabulary . 
1 
Hi l dret h notes that f ormerly r eaders had a heavy vocabu-
lary l oad and that they emphasized word pronunciation. She 
continues by l isting these causes of the prevalent failures 
in beginning r eading : 
1 . Use of too many new words in proportion to the total 
content. 
2. Insufficient repetition of the ~ords, or infrequent 
r e currence. 
3. Unpsychol ogical distribution of the wor ds in the con-
tent . 
4 . Vocabulary burden inharmonious with the child's own 
s peaking and aural comprehension vocabulary . 
While agreeing that t here is need f or pri mary r eading 
2 books with low vocabulary, Stone be l ieves t here i s a possi-
bility of going too :far in the direction of' vocabul ar y con-
trol. He sta t es that reduced vocabulary l oad in primary grade 
books may promote easier learni ng , e s pecially for s l ow l ear n -
era . However, he ~arns that light vocabulary is not a panacea 
1Gertrude Hildreth , "All in Favor of a Low Voca.bulary, " 
Elementarz School J ournal (April, 1943 ) , 43:462- 470. 
2c . R. Stone, "A Hapl y to ' All in Favor of a Low Vocabu-
lary'," El e,ment ary School Journal ( September, 1943), 44:41-44. 
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which will prevent a ll reading diffi culties. He sugges ts 
t hat some children may actually ?e marking time instead of 
acquiring the v1ide vocabular y they are capabl e of learning 
and which they will need . 
Most of the authorities quoted apparently agr ee that 
vocabulary control is exceedingly important in pr~ary gr ade 
reading :tnstruction. Eildreth1 states, '•Overloading the 
vocabulary in the f irst books leaves the chi l d without mastery 
either of t he vocabulary or of the reading pr ocess." 
~surement 2£. Readin,g Achievement 
Getting an accurate measure of a child' s reading abili ty 
is most difficult in the early stages of r eading gr owth. At 
t his t ime the child is limited both by having a small sight 
vooabular y and incompl ete mo.s t e r y o:f skills of phonetic anal y-
s is. When confronted with a reading test which cont ains an 
over\-rhelmingl y large number of words he must attempt to de-
cipher, the child may experience the added difficulties of 
f'rustration and emotional ups e t . Wilson2 s tates : "There is 
no advantage in confronting children wi t h end -tasks on which 
they are sure t o r egister a high degree o:f fai l ure. Fai lure 
is not educa tive ; it is not good mental hygiene; it is not 
1Gertrude Hildreth, nAll in Favor of a Low Vocabulru:•y, " 
Element~rx School Journal {April, 1943), 43:463 . 
2Guy 1tl . Wi lson, "Shall Tests Go Out of the Window?" 
Educational Leader ship (April, 1947), 4 :457 . 
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good tea ching . " 
1 Ballenger concludes that the usefulness of a reading 
test can be measured largely by the degr ee to which it contains 
words wi th which the sub ject is familiar . Many words nre out 
of the range of a child 's knowledge and experience and aro 
therefore meanincless. 
2 Rulon, i n cor.nnenting upon ve.l idi ty o:f tests, suggests 
answer ing this question to determine the face validi ty of any 
t est : Is it the material we are trying to t each our children 
to handle, and is this the way we are trying to get t hen to 
handle it? He bel ieves that correl ations of validity are a t 
t heir best only secondary indications of validity 
Teaching word r ecognition is one o.f the necessary func -
tiona of beginning reading texts. It is difficult to tell how 
\"tell t he books succeed i n doing this, since many childr en can 
memol~ize stories nithout really recognizing t he words involved 
3 Dolch states that s t andard t ests do not tell very well how 
successful n child i s in v10r d recognition, because onl y part 
1H. L. Ballenger , 11A Comparative Studr, of the Vocabulary 
Content of Cert ain Standard Reading Tests , ' Elementary School 
Journal (March, 1923), 23 : 522- 534 . 
2Phi l lip J. Rulon , "Validity of Educatio11al Tests , n 
Na tional Projects in Educational lleasurements ( ·I"Je.shing ton, 
D. C.: American Council on Educa tion, 1947) . 
3E. w. Dolch~ "The Ef'f'ioiency of Primers in Teaching 
\Vord ftocognition, 1 J ournal 2f. Educational Research (December , 
1934), 28:271-2 73 . 
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of the vocabulary of any standardized test will have been 
t aught in any particular primer . 
Stone1 studied s evoral standardized reading tests to 
det ermi ne how well they corre s ponded in vocabul ary vnth a 
core vocabular y. He found thB.t some agree much bett er tli t h 
t ho core vocubulu.ry than do others . lie concludes t lli'lt t hore 
i s no r e cognized standar d of what oonot::.tutes an adequate 
sampling or vocabulary . 
2 F10 X found \"lido var i a tion in the per cent of' ,·rords i n 
primary reading tests ubich are words which have appeared in 
the primary books of the Scott --I•'oresm.an Curriculum F'ounda.tion 
Readers . In tents for Grade I the agreement varies f r om 33 
per cent to 73 per cent . Tests des i gned specifically £or 
Grade nvary in a greement from 30 per cent to 81 per cent. 
Tosts which can be used eit her in Grade I or Grado U va.ry i n 
agreenent f r om 5 9 per cent to 91 per cent. lTo one word \vas 
found t o be common to all the tests . Doher ty3 and hacGr es or 4 
lc . R. Stone, ttvalidi ty of Test s in Beginning Headi ng," 
Elementary School Journal (February , 1943 ) , 4 3 :361N365 . 
2Ruth E . l<,ox , 11A Compurioon of the Vocabularies of Ten 
Standardized Reading Tests with t he Vocabul ary of t he Curricu-
lum Series ," Unpublished Master's Thosis (Boston : Boston Uni-
versity School of Educa tion, 1948 ; . 
· 
3 iary L . Dohert;y, ncomparison of' Ten Standardized Tests 
w1 th the New Work- Play Books, 11 Unpublished 1Iaster' s Thesis 
{lloston . Doston Un.i.,re r slty ~chool of Education , 1948 ) 
4Hel en D. !~acGregor, "An Anal ysis o:r t he Vocabulary o:f 
Ten Selected Reading Tests and the Vocabulary of the Reading 
Founda tion Serie s , t he Alice and Jerry Books , n Unpublished 
Master 's Thesis (Boston: Boston Un.iversity School of Education, 
1948 ) . 
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found simi l ar vari ations between t he same tes ta and other 
basal reader vocabularies. The £ol lowi ng table shows test-
text agreement , a s found by Fox, Doher ty, and ?lacGregor . 
TAHLL I 
Pr:R CI~rJT OI•' V:JCABULARY AGREEMEN'I' BE'l'\':EEN :l'HZ DE'i.lli0IT AND 
LEE- CL4.RK TESTS AND 'l'HREE BASAL READING SYSTEMS 
Heading Systems 
Test s ~cott , Foresman Macmillan Row, Peterson 
(Fox) (Doherty) (MacGregor) 
Grade T .... 
Detroit Word 
Recognition • •. .•.. 71.9 71.9 59.4 
Lee-Cl ark Primer •• .• 72 . 5 63.7 50 . 5 
Grado II 
Detroit Reading • •• . 78.5 62. 1 68.0 
LGe-Clar k Firat 
Reader . ..• . ..•...• 65 . 9 64.9 54 5 
-
1 Cogan compared the vocabul aries of' the Gates Primary 
Reading Tests, Type I (Word Recognition) and Type II (Sentence 
Reading) with the vocabularies of' three dif ferent basal read-
ing systems . The following t a.ble shows the extent of the 
agr eement in vocabulary between the teats and the reading 
1 " Anna 1.1 . Cogan, A Comparison of the Vocabul aries of' the 
Gr ade One and Two Book~ of' the Alice ~ Jerry Series, the 
Curriculum Foundation Series, t he To-Day 1 s Work-Pla~ Booko . 
and the Gat es Priraary Rending Standardized 'l'est, 11 Unpublished 
Master ' s Thesis ( :Coston: Boston University School of' Educa-
tion, 1950) . 
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books . The Gat es Primary Reading Test s ur e des ignat ed f or 
use i n Gr a de I and first half of Gr ade I I . 
TABLE II 
PER CEN'l1 OF VOCABULARY AGREE1ffiNT BETWEEN 'l'HF; 
GATES PRIMARY READING TESTS AHD THRm:; BASAL 
RF,ADING SYSTEUS 
Readi ng Syotems 
Te s ta Scot t, J:o.,oresman I:la cmi l l a.n Row, 
Gr ade I 
Gates Primary 
Word Recogni tion • • 30 . 8 33 . 5 
Sent ence Reading • • 43 .9 46. 7 
Grade I I 
Gates Pri mar y 
Word Recognition •• 63 .2 55 .7 
Sentence Reading •• 68 . 2 59 . 8 
1 
Pe terson 




Hughes f ound t hat the sub t e s t s of tvro pr imary reading 
t ests differ from each other in ex tent of vocabulary agr eement 
with basa l r eaders. Her findi ngs appear in the next table. 
Most of the studies on t esta ar e on t he cont ent of the 
testa r ather than on actual a chievement on the tests . In a 
study of reading achievement as measured by sever a l s t ru1dardized 
1Alice E;ughes, "The Anal ysis of t he Vocabula.ry of T\70 
Stano.ar dized Reading '11eats in Re l ation t o the Vocabular y of 
T}'l..r.ee Reading Systems, r: Unpublished Master 's 'l'hesis (Boston : 
Bos ton University School of E:duca tion, 1 950} . 
TABLE III 
PER CENT OF VOCABULARY AGREEblENT B:CTWEEU THE AMERI CAN 
SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT 'I'ESTS A:ND 'rEE PEt'TROPOLI TAN 
iHJHI EVE?.-iENT TESTS A'ND 'l'HREE BASAL READI NG SYSTEMS 
Reading Sys tems 
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Tests Scot t, Foresman Macmillan Row , Peterson 
Gr ade I 
Amer i can School 
Achievement 
Word Recognition • • 
Wor d. Meaning .••••. 
Metropolitan Achieve-
ment 
Word Pictur~s • • • •• 
\'"lord Tiacogni ti on • • 
Wor d Meaning • .•••• 
Gr ade II 
Ameri can School 
Achi oveJUent 
Sentence and Word 
Meaning • •• •• • • •• • • 
Paragraph Meaning . 
Metropol i t an Achieve -
men t 
Readi ng ••••• • •• • • • 
Wor d :Meani ng ••• • •• 
39 . 3 
31 .9 
41.3 
34 . 5 
26.3 
53 .7 





3 7. 5 
43 .6 










4 ';). 2 
26.4 
1 
reading t e sts, McAnulty and Cl ar k :f'ound differences among the 
tests a s to t heir uti l ity. In the tests t oo di ffi cul t for the 
gr oup, t he low s cor e s which could ~~ve b een enti re l y due to 
1Ellen A. 1.\cAnult""" and Willi s ~..; . Cl ark, '•A Study of 
Primary Reading Tes t s,Y. Los Angel es Educati onal Research Bul -
l e tin (Janua r y , 1931 ), 1076- 16 . 
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chance are given val ues too high. Some t ests do not contai n 
enough difficult items to give a true measure of t he abi lity 
of t he best readers . I n two tests studied t he mode of the 
group test ed fell at the highest possibl e gr a de pl a cement , 
showing it to be too easy . li'rom the results of a vocabu lary 
s tudy with deaf and hearing chil dren Davies1 reports interest-
ing findi ngs. After a vocabul ary teat made from 303 words 
f r om standardized tests was given to both deaf and. hearing 
children, the chi ldren' s teachers were told to teach i nciden 
tally a..s many of the test wor ds as possible . A retest showed 
persisten ce of t he difficulties in t he first t est. She con-
cludes that vocabulary understandi ng is a considerable f a ctor 
in test performance. 
2 Shores questions i.f "general readi ng abilityu may no t be 
a fic t ional entity. I f so, t he validation of general reading 
tests , which r ests in part on pr oof of the concept of general 
r eading ability, may be questi onabl e . 
3 Wilson l ists these fac tors whi ch, he believe :::, determi ne 
l Rachel D. Davies r "A Study of t he Di fficulties in the 
Vocabulary and Types of Directions of St andardized Tests for 
Cert ain Gr oups of Elemento.ry Pupils . 11 Unpublished Y'1aster ' s 
Thesis ' Pi ttsburgh : Universi t y of Pittsburgh , 1933). 
2J . Ha.rla.n Shores , "Some Consider o.tions of I nvalidities 
of Gener a l Reading Tests," Journ.Rl of Educa tional Research 
{:ti'ebruary, 194? ) , 41:448-45'7 . - -
3Guy L . 1i1lson, "Shall Teats Go Out of the ili ndow? 11 
Educational Leadership (April , 194?), 4:456 460 
/ 
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and change t he for m and content of tests: 
1. The pupil and his needs . 
2 . The kind of learning experiences the children have 
had in school . (In one primary standardized reading test , 
children are expected t o read wit h understanding about bees, 
telephones, electricity, weapons, engines, and machines in a 
museum . ) 
3. The goal toward which the learning is planned. 
4. The method of testing should be t he same as t hat of 
learning. 
Scates1 discusses the possibility of producing better 
tests by beginning wit h t he t eacher's pr oblems. He states 
that the test maker who begins with t he teacher 1 s problems 
and uti l i zes technical principl es only where they will aid 
without letting the princi ples warp his product out of con-
for mity to pr act i cal needs, can bridge the gap between test 
2 
and teacher . Dolch states that if testing is to function in 
the schools a s it should , tests constructed from the teacher's 
point of view are needed . These are characteristics, accor d-
ing to Dolch, of tests made for teachers: 
1nouglas E. Scates, "Differences Between Measurement 
Criteria of Pure Scientists and of Classroom Teachers, " 
.... J- o.,;;.ourn;;;..;;.;;;;;;a.-1 9.!. Educational Research (September , 1943}, 37: 1-13. 
2E. W. Dolch, nTesting Reading," El ementary School 
Journal (September, 1933}, 34:36-43. 
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1. Low cost 
2 . Test must t est 
a. Some specific thing 
b. Which can be t aught 
c . Which shoul d be taught 
d . In a particular gr ade 
In contrast to t he above ar e these actual characteristics 
1 
of many tests as outli ned by Dolch: 
1. They measure indefinite combinations of skills . 
2 . They test abil ities that cannot be t aught. 
3 . They measure skills that are not pr oper t eaching ob 
jectives. 
4. They cover such a wide r ange that the teacher can 
secure l ittle hel p from the small section of the test r eally 
suited to her group of children. 
2 
Dolch emphasized t he need for tests of sight words, es -
pecially in Gr ade I . He states t hat, since we teach sight 
words, we must test them, as a child cannot go on to a new set 
of words if ol d ones have not been mas tered. He says teachers 
assume sight words are known, f orgetting about chi l dren ' s 
ability to memorize stories and to guess from context. He 
1E. W. Dol ch, "Testing Reading, " Elementary School Jour -




concludes that no test is adapted to use with any particular 
group of chi l dren, since each group has studied a particular 
vocabul ary, and each group shoul d be tested on the words 
studied. 
1 
Hildreth makes t he following statements about s tandar dized 
reading tes ts: 
Measuring accomplishment i n beginning reading is a 
crucial probl em in many school s . Although teachers are 
conscious f r om day to day of reading i mpr ovement in 
t heir pupils and r ecognize the importance of measuring 
results objectively as earl y as possible, they f ind the 
typical published s t andardized tests unsuited to their 
needs. Most first gr ade reading tests are too coarsely 
scal ed to detect small i ncrements in learning . On even 
the best of such t ests many pupils make zero scoros , 
t hough the teacher is confident t hat chi l dren ar e above 
zero in r eading ability. The str ange format and vocabu-
l ary of t he best standardized tests make their use in 
initia l stages of r eading more a deci phering puzzle than 
a reading exercise. 
Pr actical ly every standard first gr ade r eading test 
wil l dis tinguish sharply between those who can read wit h 
consider abl e efficiency and those who cannot r ead a t all. 
But such distinction, after several months' experience 
with the chil dren, the teacher could make herse l f. Her 
real pr oblem is to detect the more subtle differ ences 
chil dren show in earl y reading stages and t o measure such 
dirrerence s objeetively as earl y as possibl e. 
Swnm.ary 
In presenting this review or research , an a ttempt has 
been made to present only st udies directly r e l ated t o t his 
study . Therefore, in the section on wor d lists, there appear 
1 Ger trude Ri l dre·th, 0 Di agnost1c Tests for Beginning Read-
ers,u Educational MethQd {April, 1935), 14:573. 
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descriptions only of the lists r e levant to the tests or reading 
systems involved in this ~tudy. The gist o~ the other studies 
is that measuring achievement i n beginning reading is a very 
complex process. It seems apparent from t he report ed studies 
that more authorities have used vocabul ary control in construct-
ing reading texts than have limited t he vocabulary content of 
reading t ests . In this study an attempt was made t o di scover 
t he possibl e effects on r eading t est score s of varying amounts 
of vocabulary agreement between books used for reading instruc-
tion and tests used for evaluating reading achievement in Grades 
I and I I . 
CHAPTER III 
The purpose o~ this study was to determi ne the effect of 
vocabular y common to tes ts and basal readers on primary r ead-
ing achievement as measured by standardized test s . 
Testing Program 
A t esting progr am was set up in order to determine whether 
or not actual t est scores woul d s how differences \Vhich could 
be attribute d to the lmown varia tions i n test-text vocabulary 
a gr eement . 
The tes ts chosen were among those s t udied by Doherty , 1 
Fox, 2 and MacGregor . 3 To hAve used all the tests studied 
would have made t he testing t i me prohibitively long . Accord-
ingl y, a se lection was made to i nclude: tests which best agreed 
in vocabulary with the basal readers, tests with a medium 
a.motmt of a greement, and the tests with t he least agreement. 
The foll owing table shows which tests were used. Either Form 









TESTS USED IN 'l'HE TESTING PROGRAM 
Tests 
Gr ade I 
American School Achievement 
Word Recognition 
V/or d :Meaning 
Detroit Word Recognition •• • 
Gat es Pr~ary • • •• • •• • ••••• • 
Vlord Recognl t ion 
Sent ence Reading 
Lee- Cl ark Pr i mer •• •• • • •• •.• 
Metropol itan Ach i evement •• • 
Word Pi c t ure 
Word Recognition 
Word Meaning 
Gr ade II 
An1er 1can School Achievement 
Sentence and Wor d Meaning 
Paragr aph Meani ng 
Detroit Reading ••• • •••• ••• • 
Gates Primary-:~ • ••••• • ••• • • • 
Word Re cognition 
Sentence Readi ng 
Lee- Clark First Reader • • • . • 




Publ ic School Publishing 
Co . , Bloomington, Ill . 
Wor ld Book Co . , Yonkers-
on-Hudson , N. Y. 
Bureau of Publica t ions, 
Teacher s College ! 
Col umbia University , 
New Yor k 
Cal ifornia Test Bureau, 
Los Angeles , Ca l if. 
World Book Co. , Yonker s-
on- Huds on, N. Y. 
Publ ic School Publishing 
Co . , Bloomington, Ill. 
Worl d Book Co . , Yonkers-
on-Hudson, N. Y. 
Bureau of Publ ications, 
Teacher s Col lege , 
Col umbia University, 
New Yor k 
California Test Bureau) 
Los Angeles, Ca l if. 
World Book Co . , Yonkers-
on- Hudson, N. Y. 
















Mental abi l ity was measured by the Otis Quick-Scoring 
Mental Ability Test: Al pha, li'orm A. 1 
Phonics Test .........., _____ _ 
It was realized that the children might have varying 
amounts of skill in phonetic anal ysis. This r a ct could con-
ceivably operate to lessen the effect of common tes t ··text 
vocabulary. In order to attempt to measure achievement in 
this skill , an original phonics test was constructed. By hav-
ing the test require recognition of the visual s ymbol of a 
sound, it was possible to measure both auditory and visual per-
ception with the same test. 
The test was made up of forty groups of three words each. 
\ ords not normally in the sight vo cabularies of pri mary grade 
children ware chosen so t hat correct responses would depend 
upon s ki ll in phonetic analysi s. As a help in selecting the 
2 
words for the t est, Rinsland' s book was used. Words listed 
t here a s bei ng frequen tly used by primary grade chi l dren were 
not used. In each of t he groups one word was correct and two 
were i ncorrect. For as many test items as pos s i ble, the two 
incorrect words present ed were ver y similar to t he correct one 
1Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson , New 
York , 1936 , 1938, 1939. 
2
nenry A. Ri~sland, !:. Bas ic Vocabulary .21. Elementarz 
School Children O~ew York: 1·he Macmillan Company, 1945). 
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either in appearance or i n sound. For example , in the group 
testing initial f, these wor ds wer~ listed: tranquil, familiar , 
and vagabond. 
Provision was made for pr actice exercises t o be used prior 
t o t he testing to familiarize the children with the method of 
responding to the test items. For all f orty items one word of 
the three was to be encircled . For the first eight items the 
word to be mar ked was the one beginning \71th the same init ial 
consonant as the word pr onounced by the t es t er. Items 9 through 
15 dif fered from t he first e i ght items only in that initial 
blends were t est ed. Rhyming wor ds were tested by items 16 
through 20, and f i nal consonants by items 21 through 25. For 
the r emaining fifteen items the word to be marked was the one 
which both began and ended like the one pronounced. A copy of 
the t est and of the dir ections can be found in the appendix. 
In t he directions the teachers were ins t r ucted what to say to 
the children in telling t hem how to respond to t he various 
kinds of items . 
The final s e lection of phonetic e l ements to be t ested was 
based upon t he avail ability of wor ds \vithout undue repetit ion 
of any e lements. Every sound of every l e tter was not t es t ed. 
0£ t he consonants, only x and z were omitted. A few el ements 
were t ested in both initial and final position i n the wor d. 
The only items testing vowels were t hose in the group of 
rhyming words . 
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The .following table shows whi ch initial cons onants, initial 
b l ends, rhyming words, and final sounds were included in the t est . 
TABLE V 
ELEMENTS TESTED BY PHONI CS TEST 
Elements Tested 
Itel!l Number Initial Initial Rhyt'lling Final 


























26 p k 
27 w ch 
28 fr n 
29 d t 
30 r k 
31 g1 d 
32 b 1 
33 c y 
34 h m 
35 r sh 
36 m s 
37 t r d 
38 st p 
39 j g 
40 n t 
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Selection ~ Schools for Testi ng Progra~m 
The choice of connnunities i n which t he testing coul d be 
done "\'las limited by t hese .factors : 
1. A basal readin£; syst em ha<l to be the core of' t he r ead·-
ing progr am i n Grades I and II. 
2. The s chool s had t o be within a rea~onable distance from 
Boston , i n order that supervision of the tes ting program could 
be a dequ.nte. 
3. The administr ators and teacher s had to be willing to 
part icipate i n the testing. 
Sevent y-two classrooms were selec ted, of wr~ch thirty-five 
were first gr ades, thirty were second gr ades , and seven were 
combination Grades I and II . The c l assrooms wer e l ocated in 
the communities described below . 
1. Community A--a small i ndustria l city 
2. Community B--a suburban r e s idential town • 
• 
3. Commu.'"li ty C- -a small residential to\m 
4 . Com.'llunity.D--a resident ial city 
s. Co~un~ty 5 - - a e;roup of rur·a.l communities 
In each school , one of these three basal reading systems 
was being used: Scott, Foresman and Compan~ Curriculum · 
Foundation Scr~; Ro~, Peterson and Company 's The Al ice !B£ 
Jel~rz Books ; and The Ms.cmil l e.n Company ' a Today' s Work- Pl ay 
Books. 
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The following tabl e shows t he numbor of ca ses for whom 
a scor e on every t est was availabl e. All partia l data were 
discarded so tha t a l l compari sons coul d be made on the s ame 
cases . 
TABLE VI 
NUtlBER OF CASES USED I N THE STUDY 
Systems Gr ade I Gr ade II 
Boys Girls Both Boys Girls Both 
Sc ott , Foresman •. 1:39 91 2:30 149 158 :307 
Rov:1 1 Poterson •••• 91 98 189 70 69 1:39 
Macmillan •• • ••••• 104 96 200 79 84 163 
Total ••• •• • • ••• 334 285 619 298 311 609 
Administra tion of ~ Tests 
All of the testing in each cla s sroom \vas done by t he r egu-
l ar classroom teacher. I n order to secure uniform procedures , 
meetings wer e he ld wi th the teachers t o explain the purpose of 
t he study. Str ess was placed upon the necessity for adhering 
strictly to the time limits and to the printed di recti ons in 
eluded in the tes t manual s. In most of t he communit i e s the 
supervi sors assisted greatl y by answering t eacher ' s questions 
r egar ding de t a ils of t he testing . 
Since each child would t ake several reading tests, a p l an 
of rotation was worked out to scatter any practice eff ect \Vhich 
mi ght favor s ome t esta more than others. The intelligence 
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test uas given on the first day of testing and the phoni cs 
on the final day . The time lLmits required for testing vari ed 
from four minutes to forty minutes. Two short t est s \rere 
given on the same day to make it possibl e t o finish the test ·· 
ing program within one week. 'l'he total testing time each day 
varied from approximately a half hour to f orty minutes. Second 
grade tests were more l engthy than first grade ones . Th.e teach-
ers wei .. e i nstructed to a l low tin~e for r elaxation between sub 
t ests . 
The followi ng tabl e shows the pl an of test rot ation, whi ch 
was identical in both gr ades. 
TABLF. VII 
PLA!J OF TEST ROTATION 
School Or der of Giving Tests~~o 
1londay Tuesday \~ednesd.ay Thursday Frida y 
School A 
Room 1 ••••. b d- g c e -f a 
Room 2 .... . . b c e-f d-g a 
Room 3 •. • .• b e-f d -g c a 
School B 
Room 1 •• ••• b g -d. c f-e a 
Room 2 • •••• b c 1.' ·-e g - d. a 
Room "  ..... b d- g c e-f' a 
·~<-Test Designations : 
a. Phonics Test e. American School Achievement 
b. Intelligence Test f. Lee-Clar k 
c . Uetropol itan Achievement g . Gate s 
d. Det roit 
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During the uoek of the testing , each teacher was visi ted 
either by the \1!'1 ter or by a supervisol'. Any questions which 
had arisen were answered . At this t i me t he teachers v1er e asked 
about practices they used in teaching of rending. In order to 
rocor d the responses o.f' the teachers, a check list was bui l t . 
The items on the chock list were cowpilod after a s tudy of 
readi1~ practices suggosted in teachers' manuals for basal 
readers and in books on the teachi ng of reading . Responses 
\Vere recor ded on the check list i n one of sever al uayc. Those 
items havi ng to do '1.7ith time nllotment;s were answere d numeri-
cally. A few items were answered either by yes or no. The 
remaining i tems woro uns~ered by the three-point scale supplied 
with each item. li'or examplG, in an::nve1•lng a bout experience 
charts, it una possi ble t o say t hat many, few, or none were 
built. If information pertaining to an item was different 
from one reading gr oup to another tli thin a classroor1, it ·was 
recorded separately for each group . For example, fr ee reading 
time was usually less for the low groups than for the high 
groups . The practi ces did not seem to vary su.f.ficiently :!'rom 
group to group within a classroom to vmrrant keeping the data 
separate. Whore there was a dif fer ence among groups , the 
rntings for t he several groups were averaged. 
The data r ecorded on t he check lists uerc so varied and 
so extensive that it was decided not to use all of it in this 
study . Only those which indicated either an intensive or an 
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extensive program t;rere analyzed. An arbitrary judgment was 
ma de a s to which practices indicated an intensive readi ng 
program. Those so chosen wer e the ones cons ider ed t o be ef -
f ective in helping children master the vocabulary of their 
basal readers. 'rhe table t hn. t fo llows shows t ho plan for 
r ating each cl ao sroo::r. reading program in intensivenes:J. 
TABLE VII I 
PRAC'l'ICI~S Er!.PLOYEL• I N AN Il:TEl~SIVE REAI'H 4G PROGRAM 
As s i gned Numerical Values 
Pr a ct ices 
1 3 5 
Use of ba sa l VJorkbook •• • • . • Compl ete ly Partiall y .Not at all 
Us e of readi ng games • • ••• • • Of ten Seldom Nevel" 
F~tent to which suggestions 
i n teachers ' manuals for 
basa l r eader s are used • •• Closel y Par tially lot a t all 
An extensive r eading pr ogr am was consider ed t o be one i n 
which oppor tuni ty was pr ovided f or t he chil dren t o acquir e a 
sight vocabula~y in addit ion to that of their basal reader s . 
The foll owi ng t abl e list s t he pr act ices selected as cont r i but -
ing to the extensiveness of a reading program. 
A composit e r ating in bot h i nt ens iveness and extens i veness 
for each c l assroom r eadi ng pr ogr am was obt ai ned . To do this , 
a nu~erical value of from one to five was assigned t o ench 
response f or each r el evant i tem. After this had been done, 
the r a t ings v1er e aver aged. This average rating beear1e the 
composite r a t ing. A copy of the compl ot e checlr list may be 
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TABr.:;; I X 
PRA.C'riCES E:.lPLOYED IN AN EXTENSri/E READING PROGRAM 
Assigned Numerical Value s 
Pr a ctices 
Building experience charts •.•• 
Wr iting a c l a s sr oom newspaper. 
Extent to which children use 
free time ~or reading • • •• • •• 
Room libr ary • ••••••• • •• •• . • • • • 
Use of publ ic library books • • . 

















In t ho attempt to r a te a classroom reading program a s 
either intensive or ext ensive, 1 t was found t hat t he t\70 rat-
ings for any cl assr oom t ended to be very nearly alike . The 
classrooms which rat ed b~gh in i n tensive aspects rat ed just as 
high or nearl y as high in extenslve aspects. In twenty-one 
classrooms the rat ings were identical , in t h i rty-seven there 
was but one point of difference, and in only fourteen was 
t here a discrepancy of two points. Therefor e , since t he dat a 
upon which the ratin6s were made are highl y sub j ective, it was 
not poss i ble to use theoe ratings in t he analysis of data. 
Scoring ~ Tests 
The teachers had been told that thoy mi ght score the 
tests 1£ they desired the results quickly. A fe~ t ests J 
theref'ore , were a l ready scored when received by t he writer. 
Thes e wer e r e-checked. All t est s, though compl e tely objec-
tive, had to be hsnd-scorsd because ~achine-acorcble t ent s 
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were not available at pr i mary grade level. Because of care-
ful checking of resul ts , it is f elt that the r eported scores 
are accurate . 
Since many children wer e absent for some tests wrdch 
could not be ma de up at a l ater date , it was ne cessary to 
omit all t est r esults of pupils not taking all tho tests. 
Recording Results !St Analysi s 
The extr emely large number of t est scores to be analyzed 
made it ilupere. ti ve to !•a cord them so t hat they could be easily 
adapted t o machine anal ysis. All data for each chil d wore 
:first reco:t~ded on c l ass data s heets . Then an IBH card nas 
made for e ach pupi l , containing these data in coded form: 
r eading system, communit y , s chool. gr ade , classroom, sex, 
cln--onologicn.l age , ment al a ge, intelli gence quotient , and the 
score on each test given both in terms of r a\7 s core and gr ade 
equivalent. 
CHAPTER IV 
DESCRI PTI ONS OF TESTS USED I N THE S1"UDY 
FTom the t est manuals, magazine articles , t heses, a.nd 
from the Mental Measurements Yearbooks, it has been possible 
to gather information about the characteristics of the tests 
used in this study. Since the same kinds of data were not 
· reported f or all the tests , it was not possible to make com-
prehensive tables showi ng comparable data in all aspects . 
Ameri can School Achievement Tests 
Validity 
The authors of t he American School Achievement t ests--
Robert V. Young, Willis E. Pratt, and Frank Gatto1--s tate that 
in the absence of an adequate criterion of validi ty , curricular 
validation is the only one f'easible. They report t hat the 
t est vocabulary has been checked against widel y used wor d 
lists and co~~only used t extbooks . The fo llowing tables f'rom 
the test manuals indicate t he sources of' vocabulary for the 
f'irst gr ade reading tests . 
1Teacher 1 s Manuals f'or American School Achievement Tests, 
Pr~ary ! and Pri mary II-rBloom1ngton, Illinois: Public School 
Publishing-company, 1941 ). 
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TABLE X 
SOURCE OF WORDS I N PRirnARY I-A BATTERY 
(WORD RECOGNITI ON TEST) 
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Word Lists Test Words Contusion Words 
Vfhee l er - Howell........... . 11 
Gates Primary 
First 500. . . . .... . . ... . . 5 
Second 500. . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3 
Third 500... . .... • • . . • • • 5 
Total . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . 24 
TABLE XI 
SOURCE OF WORDS IN PRI MARY I -A BATTERY 




Word Lists Test Words Confusion Words 
Vfheeler-Howell.......... . . 6 52 
Gates Primary 
First 500. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 20 
Second 500..... . ...... . . 9 
Third 500. . • • • • • . • • . • • • • 5 
Tot a l. ............... 24 72 
The items selected for incl usion in the ~inal edition of 
Primary Battery I were those which , in the tria l edition, had 
discriminated sharply and definitely between Gr ades IA, IIB, 
and IIA. The per cent of error of items used in the first 
grade tests centers around fifty, with a r ange of from fifteen 
t o .seventy- thr ee in Gr ade I. Each word registers a decreasing 
per cent of error in each succeeding grade . 
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In Primary Battery II, items were selected both ror 
their discriminating value vdthin each gr ade as well as be-
tween grades . In the manual it states rather categorically 
that the words at t he beginning of each tes t o.re suffi ciently 
easy t o all ow f or some success by even the poorest second 
gr ade pupil, and suffici ently difficult a t t he end to test 
even the best thir d grade pupil . Success by the poorest 
second gr ade pupil, as mentioned i n the manual, is doubtful 
in light of another statement from the s ame manual. It is 
stated that, f or t he most par t, the words are found at or below 
t hir d gr ade l evel , but that some more difficult words have been 
included to t est the abilities of bett er pupils . 
Cook, 1 in revie\'ling t hese tes ts,· has t his to say in re-
gar d to shar p discr~nation of items : 
All t his is sound test-building procedure, but 
it should have been explained that it does not ins ure 
that the words in the scale ha ve been i n the reading 
curri culum of a g iven school. To the extent t hat t he 
words have been taught, the test may properly be con-
sidered an achievement test . To the extent t hat they 
have not been taught, it should be consider ed a read-
i ng readiness test . Basal readers used in the first 
grade vary sufficientl y i n vocabulary t o warrant 
special tests for each se t , if achievement is to be 
measured . 
The following t abl es show the per cent of the words in 
the tests t aken from books at each level of difficulty. The 
1Wa l ter 'I . Cook, The Third Mental J,1e asurements Year book 
( Now Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1949 ) , 
pp . 1, 2. 
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books f'rom which thes,e words \Vere selected have a much heavi-
er vocabulary load than that of books published since 1940. 
TABLE XII 
CU ULATIV .. ; PER CENT OF TOTAL VJ OHDS FOUl~D I • EA H BOOK 
OF SIX SERIES OF TF.X~J.lBOOKS us· .D IN THE 
SENTENCE AND r:ORD MEANING TES'l' 
Form A 
Textbook 
A B c D E F 
Primer •••. • ••.•••.•... • • 24 18 17 22 
First .Reader ...• . ·• •.••.• 42 31 36 45 32 34 
Second Reader ••• •• ••••• 61 52 59 62 51 56 
Third Reader ••••••••••• 64 68 72 81 64 70 
:More Advanced Readers •• 100 100 100 100 100 100 
TABLE XIII 
CU WLATIVE PER CENT OF TOTAL worms FOUND I N EACH BOOK 
OF SIX SERIES OF TEXTBOOKS USED IN THE 
PAP..AGRAPH MEANING TEST 
Form A 
Textbook 
A B c D E }l., 
Primer •• , ••• ••••• •••••• 57 46 30 50 
First Reader • . •••.•••••• 72 56 56 66 !55 62 
Second Reader •••••••• , • 76.5 70 69 r/8 66 70 
Third Reader •.• ••• ••••• 77 76 75 65 69 76 
ore Advanced Readers •. 100 100 l.OO 100 100 100 
Reliabi lity 
Coefficients of reliability were determined by correlat-
ing chance halves of Forms A and B. 
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TABLE XIV 
RELIABI LITY OF THE TESTS 
Test Number of Cases r P.E. 
. 96 +.005 
. 927 +.007 
Primary Bat t ery I 
Word Recognition . ........... 138 
Word Meaning........... .... . 138 
Primary Battery II 
.834 + .015 
. 925 + .007 
Sentence and Word Meaning ... 193 
Paragraph t!eaning . .. ..... .. . 193 
1 Description of Test Items--Primary Ba ttery I 
Test 1, ~Recognition, consists of twenty-four items. 
Each item consists of one word, to be pronounced by t he person 
giving the test, and three confusion words selected as to dif-
ficulty, identical elements, and similar configuration. The 
test measures only the pupil 's ability to r ecogn1ze t he word 
and does not consider the meani ng of the word. 
Test 2, ~ Ueanins, cons i sts of twenty-four items which 
measure recognition and meaning of words. Each item consists 
of four words f rom uhich the chi ld is to select the one which 
ma tches the accompanying illustration. Only nouns which could 
be pictured were used. 
I n each t est the raw score is the number of correct re-
s ponses out of the possible twenty-four. 
1
'l'eacher 'a Manual for American School Achievement Tests- -
Primary battery I (Bloomington, Illinois : Publ'ic SChOOl Pub-
lishing Company,-1941 ) . 
1 Description£!~ ltems --Primarz Batterz !! 
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Test l, Sentence ~ Word Meaning, consists of thirty 
items which measure t he child ' s rending vocabular y by the 
recognition of the VlOrd which correct l y compl etes the sentence 
given. In most of the items the sentence gives either a def1ni-
t 1.on Ol" a synon'S'111 f or the correct r esponse.. 'l'he three confu-
sion words given are generally of the same part of s peech wi th 
a meaning relat ed to the correct oneo 
Test 2, Paragraph Me aning, consists of fifteen paragraphs , 
each one of which is f ollowed by t wo questions . Answer s to 
the questions at the end of each paragraph are generally found 
in the reading material, but a t times the meaning is expressed 
by other ~ords. The questi ons or st a t ements are followed by 
four answers. The three confusion ansvvers were selected f or 
their r e l ationship to the correct one. 
In each t est t he raw score is the number of correct re-
s ponses out of the possible thirty. 
l~orms 
Gr ade and age norn1s, based on median scores of more t han 
ten thousand pupils in Gr ades I through IV, are reported. The 
school districts range i n size from small rural school dis -
tricts to l arge urban school di stri ct s having populations of 
l Teaoher 's Manual for American School Achievement 'l'ests--
Pr imarz Bat t erz ll (Bl oomi ngton , Illinois : Public School Pub-
lishing Company, 1941, 1942). 
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90,000 and more. Children representing industrial , agricul -
tural , and residential areas were included. 
Detroit Tests 
Validitz 
Ogl esby . 1 the author of the Detroit Recognition Test , 
gives evidence to prove how carefully that test wa s evaluated. 
~ne problem was to discover whether the test yielded a valid 
measure of the pupil 's ability to recognize common words . 
To check understanding of the pictures used, children were 
ask ed to tell what the pictures r epresented. All pictures 
the meaning of which was not clear were re -drawn . As a further 
check, children were asked t o find t he correct pictures when 
t he test words or phrases were read orally . Teachers ' esti -
mates or children ' s reading ability were found t o correlate 
.83 with tes t scores . Pupils ' ora l reading of the wor ds and 
phrases in the test correlated . 93 with test scores. The 
vocabulary of the Word Recognition Test was chosen :from those 
words of the first five hundred words in Thorndike's Teacher' s 
\'lord Book which also appear e.t least fifty times i n ten f'irst 
readers. ~ne Detroit Readi ng Test written by Claudia Parker 
and Eve line Waterbury was built t o measure t he t ype of reading 
of which the classroom procedure generally consisted. Its 
l:E11za 1<'. Oglesby, "A First-Grade Reading Test, n Journal 
2£ Educational Research ( June , 1924), 10:29-41 
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vocabulary was selected mainly from a list of words common to 
primers and first readers . 
Rel iabili ty 
The coefficients of reliability between t wo forms of the 
Wor d Recognition Test were f ound to be .86 , . 77 , . 72 , and . 52 
for Grades I B, IA, IIB, and IIA. For t hese grades t he coef-
f icients between two halves of t he same test were . 95 , . 93 , 
. 84, and .96. The reliability o.f' the Detroi t Reading Test I 
was report ed on 423 cases in Gr ade IIB t o be . 87. 
Description of Test Items--Detroit wor d Recognition Test1 
The test consists of a series of forty wor ds and 
phrases , with pict ures to correspond. The pupils read 
a wor d or phrase , f i nd the picture to ma t ch it , and 
draw a line from the word to t he picture. 
The highes t possible r aw score i s 40, with one point 
a llovied f or euch correct response . 
2 Descri ption 2!_ ~ Items--Detroit Reading~! 
The t est consists of a four-page folder, the first 
page of which contains pr actice exercises to familiarize 
the pupil wi th the type of test employed. The test con-
tains twenty- four items based on the reading of t welve 
par agraphs. 
Each paragr aph is followed by two ques tions-- one 
i nterpreti ve and one f actual--which are answered by 
underlining t he correct word or phra s e chosen from four . 
:LManua l of Direot.ions , Detroit vvord Recogniti on Test 
(Yonkers - on- Hudson, New York: \Vorld Book Company, 1925) . 
2Manual .2f Directi ons (Revised), Detr oit Rea.dinS Test 
(Yonkers-on-Hudson, Ne¥7 York: World Book Company, 1927y:--
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Care was taken that t he i nter pretive question 
should requir e an answer which reveals whet her the per-
son taking the test grasps the thoUt1ht of t he paragr aph 
as a whol e, infers the meaning of it, and interprets it 
in the one word or phrase which is the correct r esponse. 
A factual question was so worded that it cal ls for an 
answer in tho exact words of the paragraph . The one 
ra.ct asked for should be s elected from many fact s in 
the paragraph. 
There are four answers from which to choose the 
correct one. These answers are ei t her words or phrases . 
One is the correct one , one shades off f rom the correct 
but is distinctly incorrect , one i s s uggested by the 
first t wo , and a fourth is almost absurdly incorrect . 
All four words of' any one answer are t he same part of' 
speech. Noither question is of the type that it can be 
answered without readi ng the para gr aph. It invol ves as 
far as possible t he compl ete reading of tho paragraph. 
The highest possibl e raw s core is 24 , \'Ti th one point al -
lowed for each correct respons e . 
Norms 
For the Detroit Wor d Recognition Tes t, t he norms are re -
ported in terms of median, upper quartile, and lower quartil e 
s cores for the beginning and end of each gr ade, I B through I I I A. 
These are reported s eparatel y f or bright, normal , and dull 
groups . The Detroit Reading Test has onl y the mean score for 
each half' grade !'or 't.Wbta.n and rura l l ocall ties. lio measure of 
dispersion is gi ven . 
These tests are t he only used i n this study f or which 
grade equiva l ents are not availabl e. 
Val idit,I 
Gates Primary Reading Tests for Grade I 
and Grade II (First Hal f) 
The author of these tests, Arthur I . Gates, bas used 
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hi s own Pritna.ry \'lor d List as the bas:ts of choice of vocabul ary 
content for the tests. In the Word Recognition Test all the 
vrords fal l within the f irst thousand wor ds on the Gat es Pri nJary 
Word List. All the words in the Sentence Reading Tes t fall 
within the first one thousand five hundred words on the Gates 
Pr~ary Word List. 
1 Spache , in r eviewing t hese tests, states : 
The tests are offered for use ln the first grade 
and ·che first half of the second gr ade . 'I'hey are r a ther 
shar pl y scaled in di fficul ty and discriminate well in 
their ei'fective :range. This ~1e estimate to be from the 
middle of t he f i rst grade through the second grade. 
Thore also appears to be adequate ceiling for usc of 
the tests through the second grade . 
Nothing i s stated as to whether or not the meaning of the 
pictures was tested by asking children to s t ate what each pic-
ture repr esents. Some items--such as one s howing a boy lying 
on the ground, for which the correct response is lie-- coul d 
conco~vably be confusing to young children . 
Reliabi litl 
No statistical data establiar£ing relio.b111ty are published. 
lGaorge Spaehe ~ ~'he Third Mental Measurements Yearbook 
( New Brunswick, ~Jew JerseY: Rutgers University Press, 1949), 
p . 486 . 
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The author merel y points out that the rel i ability of the t est 
i s det ermined primari ly by the skill of the examiner. The r e-
liability of the test for sentence reading may bo reduced by 
tho marking device employed . Some chil dren might i'i nd it hard 
to indicate clearly whether they are making one , tvro, or three 
p:u•allel lines in harmony with the directions. 
Description .2.{ 'l'est Items--~ ,!, ~ Re cogni t;to,n 
1 Go.tes describes this tes·t as foll ows: 
This test is designed t o Sfu~~le t he ability to 
read nords representative o.f the priir.ary vocabulary. 
The task is to encircle the \Yord that tells the 
most &bout the picture . Ther e are forty-eight exer --
cises of this type in the test. The first exerc i ses 
are composed of easy and most commonly used \lOr ds , those 
o:f high rank i n the pri mary list, grouped with words 
selected to be but slightly s i mi l ar or confusing , such 
as saw, run, man, met; bird, bring, fire , har d; etc. 
Gradua lly the words become less easy and common of 
louer r ank in t he prin~ry list) and are pres ented with 
words more similar i n de tai ls and gener a l configuration . 
'l'hus toward the end of t he test are found such groups 
as: comb, cantp, come , lamb ; cher ry, geese, cheese, 
change . 'l~e identical element s ar e carefully det ermined 
and arranged so as to increase the difficulty of the 
problems gr adually from t he beginning to the end o.f the 
test . The arr angement i s based on the assumpt i on that 
as the chil d ' s vocabulary and reading experience widen, 
the more f r equently will he encounter "confusing \'J'ords,n 
and, furthermo:::-0, t hat as he nears t he point of venturi ng 
to read various mat erials by himself he should be able 
to identify words more pr ecise l y and to avoid mor e suc -
ces sfully misrecogniti ons duo to simil arities of e l ements 
and genernl configurat ion. This teat r::ea::r·..u .. eG the degree 
1 Arthur I . Gates, Manual of Directions: Gates Pr imar;y 
Roa.ding Tests {Gr ade I and l1'1rst Half of G"rade II) \New York: 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University , 
1942), p . 5 . 
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to which a pupil can identify v1i th reasonable accuracy 
representative primary words. The fewer he can r ecog -
nize without error, the l ess ready he 1s to do independent 
reading . 
In this test the pupil 's score is the number of correct 
responses minus one- third the number of incorrect ones . The 
total possible score is 48. 
l~orms 
Ago and grade norms based upon the scores of 250,000 
pupils are reported. No measure of variability is reported 
except the s eventy- fifth and twenty-fifth percentile scores. 
1 Spache criticizes the r eporting of norms in units us small 
as hUl!dredt hs. He state s: 
~ fe bel ieve it is misl eading , to say the least ) 
to give norms expressed in units as smal l as a hun-
dredth of u school year, as is done here. It ia highly 
doubtful whether any test novr availa·ole has t he degree 
of rel1a.bil1ty and discriminati on claimed by i mplica-
tion in these norms. nor1:r ... s i n such minute units are 
not j ustified for a test in ~hich differences less 
tha.n eight-tenths of a gr ade are only "fairly reliable . " 
Lee-Clark Tests 
Validity 
The authors, J . Murray Lee and Willis W. Cla rk, state 
that they ehose the Gates list as the basis of test vocabulary 
because it is the accepted list u pon which primary r eaders are 
based. Thus , thoy believe t he test to be a a valid a measure 
loeorge Spe.che, The Third L!ental Itioaauronents Yearbook 
( Now Bra~swick~ New Jersey: Rut gers rrniversity Press, 1949), 
p. 486. 
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of reading as is available for primary grade children. The 
words and sentences in both the Primer and First Reader Tes ts 
1 
were chosen to conform to t hese standards: 
1. Most of the words chosen are i ncluded in the 
first five hundred words of t he Gates list . 
2 . Onl y words which have been used several times 
in the primary readers were i ncluded . 
3. The tes t provides items t hat ar e easy enough 
for the poorest reader and also items t hat are diff i-
cult enough to measure the best reader . 
4. Testing techniques, wherever possibl e , will 
conform to good t eaching techniques. 
The following tabl es, also taken f'rom t he manua l s of 
directions, 2 show graphically t he source of t he vocabular y of' 
the tests: 
TABLE XV 
THE DISTRIBUTIO~r OF \"lORDS USED I N EACH FORM THE PRI MER 
TEST ACCORDI NG TO THEIR DIFFICULTY I N THE GATES LI ST 
Gates Difficulty 
0- 99 . •.••.........•.... •.. ....•.. 
100- 199 • . ......• . . ........ .. .. .. . . .. 
200- 299 . • . ...••. it ••• • •••• • • • •••••••• 
300- 3 99 • •.•..... . ••• . ~ . . . .. .•. ..••.. 
400 - 499 . . •.•............•.. . .......• 
500- 9 99 . .•... . ••...•.... ~ . . . .. ..... . 
1000 - 1199 •••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••• 
Prope~ Names {~ack, Jane) •••• •• •••• • •• 
Ne-t included in Gates ••• . {spade) • ••••• 

























J.Manual o£ Diz-ect1ons, Lee-Clark Reading Test--Primer and 
Lee-Clark Reading Test- -First Reader (Los AngeresT Cai!fornra-




THE DISTRIBU11ION OF THE WORDS USE.'D IN EACH FORM 
OF THE FIRST READER TEST ACCORDING TO THEIR 
DIFFICULTY IN THE GATES LIST 
Gates Difficulty 
0- 99 . .......••. . ....... . • ... ...•• 
100- 199 . ........•........•..•.. •· ... . 
200- 299 • •• It ........ . ........ ... ..... . 
300- 399 . ..... ....................... . 
400- 499 . • .• .....•......... .- ........ . 
500- 999 . .....••...•..•. . .•...•.•.... 
1000-1499 .....•.....••• - • • •..........• 
Not In~lllct.ed . ••... .• • .. . ..••.• -•.•••... 
Proper Names •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 


























As shown by the two preceding tables, 80 per cent of the 
words of the Primer Test and 70 per cent of the words of the 
First Reader Test are in t he first five ·hundred words in the 
Gates list . 
R~lia.bilit¥ 
The following table, taken f'rom the test r!lS.nuals, shows 
the reliability of the Lee-Cl ark tests . 
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TABLE XVII 
REPORTED COEFFICIENTS OF RELIABILITY 
Tests Form A Both Number 
with B Forms of Cases 
Lee-Clark Primer Tests •••••• •••••••• • . 909 .952 232 
Part 1 , Auditory ••••••••••.•••••••• .780 . 8'76 232 
Part 2, Visual . ... . . •. ..... ...... . . .779 . 876 232 
Part 3 , Directions •• •••• • • ••••••••• . 829 .907 232 
Lee-Clark .F'irst Reader Tests . ... . .... .910 .953 139 
Part 1, Auditory . • . ..... . •... . . ... . .746 . 855 139 
Part 2, Visual .... . . . . ......... .. .. .761 .864 139 
Part 3, Directions •••••• • •• •.•••••• . 843 . 915 139 
Part 4, Completion •••••••••••• . •••• • 723 . 839 139 
Part 5, In.f'erence •••••••••••••••••• .713 . 832 139 
Descrint ion of Test Items - - Primer Test1 
.-...... ....... ..;;.....;;; ........ ..-.....;;.;;_ . -
Pnrt 1, Auditory Stimuli, consists of some fifteen lines 
simil ar to: 
The is Jack my 
The pupil ' is told to find the word "is " and draw a line 
under it. The test measures the ability of the chi ld to recog-
nize the written for.m of the wor d when it is spoken, and gives 
an estimate of' the number of words he can r ecognize in compari -
son with the group . 
Part 2 , Visual St imuli, consi sts of some eleven words--
eight nouns and three verbs. These e l even words are arranged 
in a column in the. center of the page w1 th pictures of t he 
1Manual !21.. Directio~s , Lee-Clark Reading Test--Primer 
(Los Angeles: Californi a Teat Bureau, 1943). ----
Boston Yni,~r~ity 
Scht~IJl (") ~ F{: ·l-.!o.t. l o!! 
lib ·· ..... r· 
~ I 
words on both sides. There is a picture for each word, with 
three extra pictures to insure that t he pupil is not guessing . 
This test measures t he abili t;y .of the chil d to recognize 
t he neanings of wor ds and gives ~~ indicati on of his basic 
vocabulary. 
Part 3, Following Directions, consists of twelve sentences 
of increasing difficulty , which are placed under pictures . 
The pupil is t o mar k the picture according to the direction as 
g1 ven in t he sentences. This n1easures t he chil d' s abil i t y to 
read a sentence suffi cientl y to execute a definite direction. 
'l'he pupil 's raw score is t he total number of correct 
items . The h i ghest pos sible s core is 38. 
Description 2£ ~ Items•-First Reader Tes t 1 
Part 1, Auditory St~uli , consists of some fifteen lines 
similar to : 
'l'he is Jack my 
The pupil is told to find the word nis" and draw a line 
under it . The test measures the abili ty of t he child to recog -
nize the written form of the word vrhen it is spoken, ancl gives 
an estimate of the number ot words he can recognize in campari-
s on wi th the group. 
1Manual 2! Directions, Lee-Clark Readin~ Test--Fir st 
Reader (Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1943} . 
/ 
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Part 2, Visual Stimuli, consists of some fifteen words, 
twelve nouns and three verbs. These words are arranged in a 
column in the center of the page wi'th pictures of the words 
on both sides. 
This test measures the ability of the child t o recognize 
t he meanings of words and gives an indication of his basic 
vocabulary. 
Part 3, Followi ng Directions, consists of twelve sentences 
which are placed under pictures. The pupil is to rr~rk the 
picture according to t he direction as given in the sentences. 
This measures the child 's ability to read. a sentence sufficient -
ly to execute a definite direction • . 
Part 4, Completion, consists of nine sentences in which 
t he pupil is to pick out the last wor d . The s ample is as fol -
lows: 
The dog stood on the 
showed steps other 
--------------------------------·---------------
The test measures the ability of the pupi l to understand 
the meaning of the sentences sufficiently to pick out t he last 
word of the sentence. 
The three choices contain only one response that is at 
all reasonable. This technique has the advantage of not in-
volving recall or the remembering of a story on the part of 
the child, but requires only that t he child read understanding-
ly. The sentences are not taken directly from a book , thus 
doing away with a pos sibl e memorization of the material on 
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the part of some pupil s. 
The sentences are gr aduated in or der of t heir di~ficulty . 
Part 5 , Inferences , consists .of eight t~o- line stories in 
which the pupil PAS to select the final word of the story. 
This test measures a higher type of understanding than 
does Test Four . 'l'he first item from Form A i s as follows : 
1. Jack and Jane made a snow man. 
The snow man \1S.S 
red white black 
Each item 1n t his test involves t he r eading and interpret-
ing o:f t wo lines and t he select i on of the pl"Oper \70r d. The 
authors bel ieve the test to be di.ff'icult enough to measure t he 
best readers, but too difficult to permit poor readers to make 
any score . 
The pupil' s raw s cor e i s the t ot a l number of correct re-
s ponses. The highest possible score is 59 . 
Norms 
Grade equivalents, a ge equivalents, and percentile r anks 
are r eported.. The only dat a reported as to the size or type 
of population upon which the norms are baaed are tor the per -
centile ranks . These \'Jer e determined f'r om test results in 
t he first grades 1n two city school district s. 
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Metropol itan Achievement Tests 
Validitz 
All material was j ustified by the author , Gertrude Hil-
dreth, in the light of courses o~ study, textbooks , and 
1 2 
opinions of experts. Pullias and Wood question courses of 
study and textbooks as criteria of va lidity. They point out 
that both tend to lag behind good practice . Pul11ns3 s t ates, 
"It would have been hel pful if t he actual courses of study on 
which the tests were based had been l i s ted .n He concludes 
t hat t he evidence given does not support the clnims made in 
r espect to validity . 
Items were r etai ned i n the fina l form on t he basis of 
t he per cent of pupils passing the item a t su~cessive grade 
l evels and on the size of the biserial correlation of each 
item with the total t eat score . The Lorge Readability Index 
was used to insure t hat all reading cont ent would be within 
t he appropri ate grade range . However, t he index so derived 
for t he two pl .. imary reading tests is not reported. 
1 Earl V ~ Pullias, The Nineteen Forty Mental ~easurements 
Yearbook (Hi ghland Park-;-.N'ew Jersey: The Uental Measurement s 
Yeat .. book, 1941 ) , p . 1189. 
2Hugh D. Wood , Tne Nineteen Fort; Mental Measurements 
Yearbook {Highl and Ps:rk, Ne\"1 Jer sey : r he Mental Meas urements 
Yearbook, 1941), p . 1189 . 
3Pullias, ~· £!i· 
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Reliabilitz 
The reliability in:formation reported i n the :following 
t able was based upon "a clearly de:fined popul ation comparable 
1 in homogeneity to the average communit y. " 
TABLE XVIII 
CORRECTED SPLIT-HALF RELIABILI~'Y COEFFICIENTS ,a STANDARD 
DEVIATI ONS , STANDARD AND PROBABLF. ERRORS OF N~SUREMENT 
FOR METROPOLI TAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS: FORM R 
Battery Grade N 














Primary II 363 Reading . 951 
II Word Meaning .947 
aBy Spearman-Brown formula . 
bBased on raw scores. 





112 . 6 16. 1 
116.9 20.1 
140.3 20.1 
139.3 21. 1 
Description £f ~ Items--Primarz ! Batterz 
c S .E . 
4.4 
5 . 8 
7.4 








Test 1 , ~ Pictures, requires the matching of pictures 
to words or phrases, measuring knowl edge of words and phrases 
a s shown by ability to select the picture that depicts each 
1Gertr ude Hildreth , MetroEolitan Achievement Tests: .anual 
f.2I. Inter~reting (Yonkers-on-Huds on , New York: ~Jorld BOok Com-
pany, 194 ), P • 9. 
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word or phrase. There are twelve sections within the test , 
each section having eight pictures. In each section whore 
recognition of words is being tested, four words appenr with 
tho e i ght pictures. Where recognition o:t~ phrases is the tas k , 
there are three phrases and eight pictures . The pictures ar e 
such that confusi qn in word recognition can easily be detected , 
as the child must differentiat e between similar pairs like 
money and monkey and bell and bs.ll . 
Test 2, ~ Recognition, measures visual recogniti on of 
printed words and phrases pronounced by the tester. 
In both Test 1 and Teat 2, the pupil ' s r aw score i s the 
number of correct r esponses he makes . The total possible raw 
score in Test 1 is 42; in Test 2 it is 26. 
Tes t 3 , Word Meaning , measures the ability to classify 
'words, but depends a lso upon t he chi l d' s abi lity to recognize 
the words he is to classify . This tes t consis t s of t welve 
groups of six wor ds each. For each group a different set of 
dil .. ections is g1 ven ora l l y. F'or one group it is to mark a ll 
the words that aro names of peopl e . F'or another 1 t is t o mar k 
all the words thnt ar e names of veget ables . In this test t he 
pupi l ' s ·s core 1s t he number of right r e sponses minus the num-
ber of wrong ones . The total possible s core is 36. 
Description of ~ Items--Pri mary II Batterz 
Test 1, Reading. In this first t est the child is to 
check the correct one or four possibl e r esponses for each or 
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fifty item3 . For the first f ourteen items the possibl e r e -
sponses a r e ~ictures to correctly finish a sen t ence. For the 
remaining items t he responses ar e wor ds or phrases. The firs t 
tuenty- three ite~s t est sentence comprehension and the remain-
i ng i tems test comprehension o:f paragr aphs of progressive 
length and difficulty. The score is the number of correct re-
s ponses out of the possible fifty. 
Tes t 2 , ~ Meaninc~, is a more difficult and longer ver-
sion o:f the t est of the s ame name i n the Primar y I Bat tery . 
ller e aga in the task is classifying words according to the direc-
tions pr onounced by the te s ter . The score i s the nlli~ber of cor -
rect responses minus the number of incorrect ones. The total 
possible score ia 87. 
Norms1 
The norms provided are t he traditiona l a ge and grade 
equival ents. Specia l norms , available on request, have been 
computed for white public school pupils in the South; for pub-
lic school pupils in the New F~gland States, North Carol ina . 
and Na\7 York St ate; for parochial school pupi ls; and for Negro 
pupils in separate schools. In addition, there are grade and 
percentil e norms for modal-age groups . 
A national program on a coopera tive basis, involving test -
in3 i n every stat e was carried in order to be able to supply 
1s t andard Tests and Related lliaterial (Yonkers-on-Hudson, 
lJeVJ Yor k: World Boolt Company, 1950), pp . 28 , 29 . 
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adequate norms as free as possible from sampling errors. The 
actua l norms were based upon a 25 per cent randO."n san1ple dra\"m 
from each classroom tested. It was stated by HildretJ that 
Freedom from s el ection within the norm popul ation 
was insUl'ed by the wide r ange of connnunities included 
from a geographic point of view, by the wide variety 
of admi nistr ative units (le~ge citiest small cities , 
tolvns and villages, rural areas , etc.; and by t he fact 
that all pupils in at least three gr ades in each com-
munity were included in tho testing. 
1Gertrude Hildreth, !lietro~oli tan Achievement Tests; 
Directions for Administering ( onkers-on-Hudson, Ne\v York : 
Wor l d Book Company, 1946, 1947 ) , p. 16. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect 
upon reading test scores of vocabulary common to certain 
standardized reading t eats and three basal reading systems. 
The data obtained from the testing pr ogram of this study were 
analyzed in an attempt- to answer these questions : 
1 . Does the me.an test score depend upon the extent of 
vocabulary agreement of test and text? 
2. Does the sensitivity to common test-text vocabulary 
diminish aft er Gr ade I? 
3 . Does ski l l in phonetic analysis lessen the effect of 
common test-text vocabulary? 
4. Do some r eading systems more than others show greater 
response to common t eat-text vocabul ary? 
5. Do t est scores of boys depend more upon common test-
text vocabulary than do test scores of girls? 
Intel ligence Quotients 2[ Pupi l s in th~ Study 
1 The Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test, Al pha F'orm A 
was administered to pupils in both gr ades. The fo l lowing 
figures show the distributions of intelligence quotients. 




D\S1RlBUTlON OF THE UJTELLIGENC£ OU01\ENTS 
OF 619 F\RST G-RADE PUPllS 
~ "'10 80 c;)o 100 110 1)..0 13o litO J:fU 
f=lG\JRE 2 
D\STRIBU1\0N OF THE INTELUGENCE QU011t:NTS 
OF 609 SECOND GRAUE PUPlLS 
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From the distr ibutions it is apparent t hat t he pupi l s 
in the study repr esent a normal population. However, there 
are more Grade I pupils in the r ange from one hundred to one 
hundred ten than woul d be expected. The fo l lowing t able shows 
t he mean intel ligence quotients of pupils in e ach reading sys-
tem. 
TABLE XIX 
~mAN I NTELLI GENCE QUOTIENTS, BY GRADE AND 
READI NG SYSTEM 
Reading System Gr ade I 
Scott, Foresman.... . .. . . .... . . ...... . . . 101.4 
Row, Pe t erson.......... .. .............. 107.9 
Macmillan. • . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . 110. 7 






In both gr ades the mean intelli gence quotient lies above 
the expected mean of 100. The mea.n scores for the Grade I 
gr oups range from 101 . 4 for Scott, Foresman to 110.7 for ~~c ­
mill an . For Gr ade II, the means r ange from 101 .4 for Scott , 
Foresman to 108 . 5 for Macmill an. I n both gr ades t he means for 
t he Macmill an group ar e the hi ghest . Row, Pet erson groups 
have t he next highest mean scores, and Scott, For esman groups 
have the lowest. 
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Phonics Test 
The fo l lowing tabl es present the achievement data on the 
phonics test . 
TABLE XX 
PHONICS TEST MEAN SCORES OF FIRST GRADE PUPILS 
Reading Sys tem Boys Gi rls Total 
Mean S.D . Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
Scott, Foresman • • 25.4 3 . 8 26.3 4 . 1 25.8 3 . 9 
Row, Peterson • ••. 26.0 3 . 6 28.9 4 . 1 27.5 3. 8 
Macmillan .•••• •• • 28.'7 3.'7 28.9 • 4 .. 0 28.8 3.8 
Al l systems •• • •• • 26 .6 3.7 28.0 4 . 1 2 7 .3 3.9 
The mean scores of Grade I pupils on t he phonics tes t r ange 
from 25 . 4 t o 28.9 . The standar d deviations of a l l groups are 
s mal l, indicating little variability . 
The .01 level , at which the crit ical ratio is 2 . 58, has been 
1 
chosen as t he leve l of significance in this study. Walker 
sta t es, 11Each experimenter may properl y s et up hi s own de.finition 
of significance, so long as he informs his r eaders as to what it 
is . " The following t able shows the comparison of mean scores of 





COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES I N PHONICS FOR BOYS 
AND GIRLS I N GRADE I 
Nmnber S, E. Diff er ence S. E. 
of Mean Standard of between of 
Cases Scores Deviations .Means Means Difference 
285 28.0 4.1 .24 
1 . 4 . 31 




1Helen M, Walker, El ement ary Statistical Methods (New York: 
Henry Ho l t and Company, 1943), p. 292. 
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The mean score for the girls was 28.0 compared with 26. 6 
for t he boys . The critical ratio of 4 . 52 shows t he difference 
to be statistical ly significant i n favor of the girls. 
TABLE XXII 
PHONICS TEST 1mAN SCORES OF SECOND GRADE PUPILS 
Reading System Boys Girls 'I'otal 
Mean S .D . Mean S . D. l-1:ean S.D. 
Scot t , Foresman •• 34 . 6 1.9 35 . 9 2.2 35 .3 2 .1 
Row, Peterson •••• 28 . 7 2.4 32.3 2 .9 30.5 2.6 
Macmi l l an • • • .•••• 34 .7 2 . 3 35 .4 2.6 35 .1 2.4 
All systems • ..• •• 33.2 2.1 34.3 2.5 34.1 2.3 
The mean scores of Grade II pupils on t h e phonics test range 
from 28 . 7 to 35.9. The small standar d deviations show all groups 
have little variability . Table XXIII shows the comparison of the 





COMPARI SON OF t~N SCORES I N PHONICS FOR BOYS 
AND GI RLS I N GRADE II 
Number S. E. Di:f'f'erence S.E. 
of Mean Standard o:f' between of 
Cases Scores Devia tions Means Means Difference 
311 34 . 3 2.5 . 14 
1 . 1 .18 
298 33 . 2 2.1 .12 
Critical 
Ratio 
6 . 11 
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The mean score for the girls was 34.3 compa.red wit h 33.2 
for the boys. The criti cal ratio of 6 . 11 shows the differ ence 
i s s t a t istical ly significant in f avor of the girls. 
The fol lowi ng t ables show the distributions of scores on 
t he phonics test . 
TABLE XXI V 
DISTRIDUTI ON OF SCORES OF PUPILS I N GRADES I AND 
II ON THE PHONI CS TEST 
Frequencies. 
Scores Gr a de I Gr ade II 
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls 
40-44 • •• •• • • 8 8 16 27 46 
35- 39 • • • • ••• 68 72 140 140 160 
30-34 • •• • ••• 71 62 133 69 60 
25-29 ••• •• • • 53 54 107 28 27 
20- 24 • .••••• 59 33 92 20 12 
15-19 . • • • • • • 41 34 75 G 3 
10-14 •••••• • 22 16 38 8 2 
5- g ••• ••• • 9 4 13 0 1 
0- 4 . • ••..• 3 2 5 0 0 










I n both grades the test discriminated we l l among t he cases 
at the l ower end of the s cale. However, the concentration of 
scores a t t he upper end of t he s ca l e indicates t oo littl e ceiling 
i n t he test even for Gr nde I . For Gr ade II the test discriminated 
very little among those cases at the upper end of the s ca l e. 
To determi ne whether mental a ge or s kill in phoneti c 
analysis as me asur ed by the phonics tes t \?Oul d bear higher 
r olati onship t o reading achievement corre l a t i ons baaed upon 
6 7 
r aw s cores wer e computed between each r eading tes t and each 
of these two factors. The f ollovnng tabl es show the obtained 
c orr elations. 
TABLE LXV 
RELATI ONSHIPS OF READI NG ACHIEVE11ENT TO MENTAL AGE 
AND PHONICS I N GRADE I 
Mental Age Phonics Test 
Testa 
r 
Gates Word Recognition •••••••.•...• 46 
Gat es Sentence Reading ••.•• • • ••• •. • 46 
Metropol i t an Wor d Picttn~es •••••• . • • 42 
ietropolitan Word Recognition ••• • . • 45 
Metropol itan Word Meaning •••• ••• •• • 44 
American School Word Recogn i tion •• • 42 
Anerican School Word Meaning ••••• • • 42 
Lee-C l ark Primer. . • • • • . • • . • • • . . • . . • 45 

























+. 0 3 
+. 02 
+.02 
'£he correlations between mental a ge a~d each reading test 
range from . 42 to . 46. The cor relations between t he phonics 
test and each reading teat r ange from . 61 to . 70. From these 
correlations it appear s that t he skil ls meas ured by t he phonics 
test are more similar to the skil ls measured by t he reading 
t est s than are the skills measured by t he inte l ligence t est . 
TABLE XXVI 
RELATI ONSHIPS OF RF.ADI NG ACHIEVR11ENT TO .ME:t-TTAL AGE 
AND PHONICS I N GRADE II 
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Uent a l Age Phonics Test 
Tests 
r S . E.r r S . E.r 
Gates Wor d Recognition •• • • • • • ••••• . 24 -t.04 . 67 +.02 
-
Gates Sentence Reading • •• • •••••••• . 32 +. 04 .47 + .03 
!Aetropoli tan Rending • • . . .. .. •• • ••• . 40 ;!:,o03 .59 +. 03 
Metropolitan Word !1 eaning •...•... • .36 +.04 .62 +.02 
Amer i can School Sentence and Word 
Meaning • .. . . ... . ... . .. ..... .. .... .37 .!.• 04 . 21 1' .04 
-
American School Paragraph Meaning. .40 +. 03 .49 +.03 
Lee-Clark Fi rst Reader . •...•..••.• .33 
.:t. · 04 .68 4· . 02 
-
Pti.onic s . . .. .. • ...... . . ... .. .... . . . .35 +.04 
-
The correlations bet ween ment a l age and reading test s 
r ange from . 24 t o .40 . The correlations between phonic s and 
r eading tes ts range f rom .21 to .68. 
In bot h grades t he correlations between the phonics test 
and reading tests a re higher than t he correlations bet ween 
reading tests and menta l age. Therefore , it was decided to 
use achievement in phonics rather t han mental a ge as t he basis 
for dividing the tot al group. The groups thus formed were ex-
pected to show differences in reading a chievement in line with 
t heir achievement on the phonics test . 
TABLF XXVII 
RANGE OF SCORES WI THn; THE L O\i, 11IDDLE, AND HIGH 
PRO~!ICS GROUPS 
Gr ade I Gr ade II 
Phonics Range of Number Ran3e of Groups Scores of Cases Scores 
High . .......... . 34-40 162" 38-40 
I.iiddl e ••••••••. • 21-34 293 33-38 







The division of the cases within each gr ade into three 
group s on the bas is of a~lrlevcment in phonics was done on the 
basis of the following statement by Kolley: 1 
Thus v1hen upper and l ov1er gr oups are selected in 
or der to bring out most decisivel y t he difference be-
t\veen means of the upper and lower , the two groups 
should consist of 2 7 per cent each , if t he distribution 
for saople entire is normal. 
In dividing the cases into three groups , it was necessary 
t o have some cases wi t h ident ical scores f all into differ ent 
groups. This explains t he overlappi ng of scores limiti ng the 
gr oups . Whenever it was not possibl e to take all the cases 
with the s ame score into one group without taking more than 
t he allo~able per cent , those taken were of random choice. 
The fol lowing tables ahow what per cent of the pupils in each 
1Truman Lee Kelley, Fundamentals of Statistics ( Cam-
br idge, !lias saohusetts 1 Harvard Univerai ty Press, 1947 ) , p . 301. 
reading system ranked hi gh and low in t he phonics test. 
TABLE XXVIII 
PER CENT OF FIRST GRADE PUPILS IN FACH PHONICS GROUP 
FOR EACH RF.ADII,;G SYSTEM 
Phonics Gr oups 
Reading Hi gh Low 
Systems Boys Girls Total Boys Girls 
Scott , Foresman • • 20 16 19 34 28 
Row, Peterson •••• 20 34 27 29 23 







In the over-all division of the cases into gr oups, the 
h1~1 and low groups contain 27 per cent of the cases. The 
Sco·ct, Foresman system has 19 per cent of the cases in the 
hi g.h grou.p and 31 per cent in the low group . The Row, Pet er-
son system has 27 per cent of t he cases in the high group nnd 
26 per cent in t he low group . The Macmillan system has 34 
per cent of the cases in t he high group and 21 per cent in 
the low group. In the Scott, Foresman system and in the 
Row, Peterson system there is a higher per cent of boys than 
of girls in the low phonics group. 
In t he Scott, Foresman system 33 per cent of the cases 
are in the high phonics group and 20 per cent are in the l ow 
group . I n the Row, Peterson system 17 per cent of t he cases 
are in the high group and 48 per cent ar e in the low group . 
TABLE XXIX 
PER CENT OF SECOND GRADE PUPI LS IN EACH PHONI CS GROUP 
FOR EACH READING SYSTEM 
Phonics Groups 
Reading High Low 
'71 
-Systems Boys Girl s Total Boys Girl s Total 
Soott, Foresman. 26 41 33 24 16 20 
:&ow, Peterson •.• 1'7 1'7 1'7 5'7 40 48 
Maom.i l lan .. . .. . . . 25 29 27 27 19 23 
I n the Macmi l lan system 27 per cent of' t he .oases are in the 
high group and 23 per cent are in the low group . In al l three 
~ 
systems a higher per cent of boys than girls are in t he low 
group. 
~ Scores 
The next eight tables show the distributions of r aw scores 
on the tests used in Grade I . 
The Gates Wor d Recognition test has a large number of' 
cases concentrated at the bottom of the scale . The shape of 
the distribution is nearly a straight line. 
The distribution of scores on t ho Metropolitan Wor d Pic-
tures test appr oaches t he shape of a normal curve . However, 
it does not spread out the cases well a t ei t her end of t he 
sc~le. 
TABLE XXX 
DISTRIBUTION OP RAW SCORES O.F' PUPILS I N GRADE I 
ON THE GATES PRI ~RY WORD RECOGNITION TEST 
Frequencies 
Raw Scores Boys Girls 
45-49 . . ... . . . . . ... .. 30 10 
40-44 . .. ... ....... .. 25 36 
35-39 ... •. .. ........ 31 23 
30-34 . . . ............ 34 28 
2 5 -29 . .............. 29 45 
20-24 . ........•..... 26 39 
15-19 ... ... .. ..... . . 41 52 
10-14 . ..... ......... 32 14 
5- 9 .. ........... . ... 36 13 
o- 4 • ............... 50 25 
TABLE XXXI 
DISTRI :UTIO T OF RA 1 SCOR 2~~ OF' PUPILS I N GRl DE I 
ON THE [ETROPOLITAN WORD PICTURES TEST 
Fr eq lencies 
Ra Scores 
Boys Girls 
45-49 .•..• ... ....... 5 l 
40-44 •••..••• ••• ••• • 37 42 
35-39 • • • ••• • ••••• •• • 45 42 
30-34 . .... . .. ... ... . 36 51 
25- 29 . ... .... . .... .. 39 44 
20-24 . .............. 37 40 
15 - 19 . .• .......... .. 46 18 
10-14 ••••••• •• .• • ..• 38 21 
5- 9 • •.......... . .. 3'7 21 
























TABLE XXXI I 
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES OF PUPILS I N GRADE I ON THE 
METROPOLITAN WORD RECOGNI TI ON TEST 
Frequencies 
Raw Scores 
Boys Girl s 
24-26 . ..•... .. ..... . ...... 81 75 
21-23 . ........ ... . ....•... 54 70 
18- 20 ••••••• • ••.• ••• ..•..• 53 45 
15 - 1 7 . •..... .. . • . . . ... . • .. 41 33 
12-14 .. .. ... . ... . ..... .. ... 3 8 25 
9 -11 . . . . .............. .. . 29 19 
6- 8 • . ... . . . .. .... . . . .. .. . 26 13 
3- 5 ••.. ..... . . - . •.....•. 10 4 












The Uetropol itan Word Recognition teat, 1:ith the mode a t 
t he highest i nt erval , does not di s cr1m1nate a t a ll at the upper 
end of t he scale . 
TABLE XXXIII 
DI STRI BUTION OF RAW SCORES OF PUPI LS I N GRADE I ON 




35 - 39 . .... . .. . . •.. .. .... . . 2 4 
30- 34 . ....... . .... ........ 18 23 
25-29 . . .... .. . .. ... . ...... 33 25 
20 -24 . ... ........ . . . ...... 35 50 
15 -19 . . . .. ... .. ........ . . . 55 52 
10 - 14 ... .. ...... ... .. . ... • 67 51 
5- 9 • ....... .. . . .. . .. . .. . . 60 44 











The Metropolitan Word Meaning Test shows a concentration 
of scores at the lower end of the distribution. 
TABLE XXXIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES OF PUPILS I N GRADE I 
ON THE GATES PRI MARY SENTENCE READI NG TEST 
Frequencies 
Raw Scores Boys Girls 
45-49 ..•.. -..... . . .... . ... .. 6 3 
4 0 -44 . . ... .....•........... 27 34 
35-39 . .•..•...........•.... 34 27 
3 0 -34 . •... ..•••........... . 29 40 
25-29 . . . ................... 40 55 
20-24 .............. . ....... 42 41 
15 -19 . . . ... . .. ... .. . ... . ... 44 38 
10-14 . .... . ..... ~ .. .. .... .. 49 1 6 
5- 9 • • 0 •••••••• • • ••••••• • • 45 24 












The Gates Sentence Reading Test discriminat es fairly well 
except at the lower end or the distr ibution. 
TABLE XXXV 
DISTRIBUTION OF' RAW SCORES OF PUPILS IN GRADE I 
ON THE LEE-CLARK PRII1lER TEST 
Raw Scores Frequenci es 
Boys Girls 
35-39 . .....•. . .. ..... ..... 73 66 
30-34. " . . ....... . ... . .. .. . 74 82 
25._29 • • " •••• •• • ••••••••• • • 47 64 
20-24 . . . ........ . .... .. .... 62 28 
15-19 . ...••....• •.. . ..... . 36 20 
10 -14 . ... .. ........ . ... . .. 24 17 
5- 9 . .•••..•.••. . •••••.. . 14 8 











The Lee-Clark Pr~er ~est dis criminates at t he l o er end 
o! the distribution , but lacks adeq1~te ceiling to d1eortminate 
well at t he upper end of t he distribution . 
'fABLE XXXVI 
DI STRI BUTI Oil OP RAW SCORES OF PUPILS IH GRADE I 
ON THE AMERI CAN SCHOOL VORD REOOGNITIO~ TEST 
Raw Scores 
24-- 2 6 • . .. . . . ... . . . ... •. . . . . 
21-P~ ..• . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
18 - 20. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. ... . 
15-17 . . . . . . .. . . . . .. ... .. .. . 
12-14 . .. . . . . ... . .. .. ... . . . . 
9 -11 . . .. . . . . .... . . ... . . . . .a 
6 - 6 . .. ... .... . ... . .... .. . 
3- 5 . . . ... . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . 
































The American School Wor d Recognition Test measuroo well t he 
oases a t t he l ower en~. of t h e di stribution, b.ut l acks adequate 
ceiling . 
TABLE XXXVII 
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES OF PUPILS I N GRADE I 
ON THE AMERICAN SCHOOL WORD MEANI NG TEST 
Raw Scor es 
24 - 26 ••••••••.••.•••.• • • 
21 -23 e •• e • 4! • e • II • II a II II II II • e 
18-20 . ..... . ........ . .. . 
15-1 7 . . •..... ...... .. ... 
12- 14 . . ..•... ... . . .. .. ., . 
9-11 . ....... . ... . .. . .. . 
6- a . .... . ... . .. . ..... . 
3- 5 . ......... . .. . .... . 

































The American School Word Meaning Test measures well below 
t he median and f airl y well above t he median. 
On onl y three of t he eight first grade tests are the teat 
scores distribut ed even approximatel y normally . Thes e tests 
are t he Metropol1 tan \lord Pictures, the Oates Sentence Reading, 
and the American School Word Meaning . ~~e Metropol itan Word 
Recognition, the Lee-Cl ark Pr i mer , and the American School ~·ord 
Recognition, with concentr ations of scores a t the top of their 
scales , appear to be very easy . The Gates Word Recognition 
and Metropolitan Word Meaning , with heavy concentr ations of 
scores at the bottom of their scales, appear to be ver y hard . 
The following s even tables show the distributions of r aw 
scores on the tes t s used for Gr ade II pupil s. 
7'7 
ThBLE XXXVII I 
DI STRIBUTIO!I OF RA\1 SCO~ S OF PUPILS I U GRADE II 
ON THE METROPOLITAN READI. O TEST 
Raw Scores 
Frequencies 
Boys 01rla Total 
49- 65 • .............•..... 13 25 38 
42 - 48 . ... . ............... 86 121 207 
36- 41 . .. .... ......... .. .. 76 71 146 
28 -34 • ••.• •• •••••••.••• • • 42 30 72 
2 1 - 27 . . ............•..... 36 30 66 
14-20 ............. .. " ..... 26 22 48 
7-13 .................... . 16 9 25 
0 - 6 . ............ .. ..... 4 3 7 
The otropol1tan Reading Test has a heavy concontrntion 
o~ acoroo a t t ho upper end of the scale. 
TABLE XXXIX 
DI STRIBUTIOl, OF RAW SCORES OF PUPI LS IN GRAD!. II 




80-89 . ............... ..... 38 63 
70 - 79 . ... . ...... .. ........ 38 64 
60-69 . . . ....... . ........ .. 51 62 
50-59 . ............... .... . 41 33 
40- 49 . .............. .. ... . 45 27 
30- 39 . .................. . . 54 29 
20 -29 . ... ........... . .. . .. 20 17 
10-19 . .... . .............. . 20 16 












The Metr opolitan Word Meaning Test discr~ninates poorly 
at both ends of the scale , but is moro adequat e below the 
median t han above . 
TABLE XL 
DISTRI BUTION OF RAW SCORES OF PUPILS n ; GRADE II O:N 
'J.lHE AMERICAN SCHOOL SENTE]~CE AND WORD MEANI NG TEST 
Ra\7 Scores 
Frequencies 
Boys Girl s Total 
30-32 • .........•.... .. ... . 1 1 2 
2-7,.,29 • ••••••••• • ••• • • ••• •• 6 11 17 
24- 26 . ............. . ... . .. 28 23 51 
21-23 . .. .. • . ........ . . .... 37 65 102 
1 8 - 20 . . . .... .. •..... ... •.. 38 60 98 
15 -17 . ... . .......... . . .... 54 55 109 
12-14 . .... . . ... ... ... . . . .. 44 44 88 
9-11 . .... . . ... .... ... . . . . 48 33 81 
6- 8 • .•... . .............. 25 ~3 38 
3- 5 . . ... . ......... ..... ... 14 5 19 
o- 2 • •••• • • •••••••••• • ••• 3 1 4 
The American School Sentence and Word Meaning Test a p-
pears to have an adequate range of diffi culty of test items 
to discr1.minate throughout the scale . 
The American School Paragraph Meaning Test distributes 
the scores normally. 
For Grade II pupils t he Gates Primary Word Recognition 
Test does not provide adequate ceiling. 
TABLE XLI 
DISTRIBUTI ON OF RAW SCORES OF PUPILS IN GRADE II 




30- 32 ... . . ..... ... . . .... ... 2 4 
2 7- 29 .. ... . .... .. .... . .. . .. 14 19 
24- 26 . •.... • . .. ......... . .. 25 39 
2 1-23 . • •.•• . . . ... ' .... .... . . 28 42 
18- 20 . ....... . ... ... ..... .. 32 48 
15-17 . ..... . . .. ... .. .. ..... 53 46 
12 - 14 . ....... ... ........... 58 55 
9 - 11 . ............ . . . ...... 43 35 
6- 8 • • . .. •• .• . .•••• ••.•. .. 31 18 
3 - 5 .....•... . . .... ... . .. . 9 5 
0- 2 • ••••• ••• •••••••• . .• •. 3 0 
TABLE XLII 
DISTRIBUTI ON OF RAW SCORES OF PUPILS I N GRADE II 
ON THE GATES PRIYARY WORD RECOGNITI ON 1EST 
Raw Scores 
45- 4 9 . •.....•... . . . . . .. .... 
4 0 -44 . ........ . ........... . 
35 .. 39 . . . . ... .. .. . . . .•. . .. • . 
30- 34 . ... . ... . ...... .... .. . 
25--29 . .••.•••.•••••••• .••.• 
20- 24 • . ... . .. .... .... . . .. .. 
1 5 -19 . .... . ..... . .... . ... . . 
10- 14 . .. . . . . . ............ . . 
5- 9 . ..... .. . . ... . .... . .. . 

















































DI STRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES OF PUPILS I N GRADE II 




45- 4 9 . .. . . . ......... .... ... 39 73 
4 0 - 44 . ...... . .. .... ..... . . 137 135 
35- 39 . .. . ... ..... ..... .... 47 46 
3 0 - 34 . .. . ... ... . .. ... ... .. 26 20 
25- 29 . .. . ..... ........ • " . . 16 17 
20 .. 24 • .... .. •.........• ... 13 8 
15-1 9 • .. ...... ... . .. . .. .. . 8 A. ,. 
10-14 . .. . ................. 7 5 
5- 9 • •• • • •• • • . ••••••••• •• 3 2 













The Gate s Primary Sentence Reading Test, used for Gr ade 
II pupils , discr~ninates among the cases below t he median, but 
lacks adequate cei l ing to measure effectively above the median . 
TABLE XLIV 
DISTRI BUTI ON OF RAW SCORES OF PUPILS I N GRADE I I 
ON THE LEE-CLARK FI RST READER TEST 
Fr equencies 
Raw Scores Boys Girls 
56-62 • .. .. ... .. ....... .... 125 168 
49-55 •••. • •• • •• • • •.••.• . • . 81 75 
42 - 48 . ..... .... . .. . .. . .. . . . 39 26 
3 5 ·-41 •... ... ..... . . .. .• .. . 16 21 
28-34 . . . .. ........ ..... . .. 20 12 
21-27 . .. . ... . ...... .. . .... 9 6 
14-20 • . ....... . ... . . . . . . . . 7 2 











The Lee-Clark First Reader Test does not measure effec-
tively those cases above the nedian. It shows an extreme con-
centr ation of scores at the top interval . 
The scores of the tests of the ~~erioan School Achievement 
Teat form very nearl y normal distributions . The Metropolitan 
Reading Test , the Metropol itan Vior d Meaning Test, and the Gates 
Sent ence Reading Test discriminate below the median, but very 
little above t he median. The Gates Word Hecognition Test and 
the Lee- Clark First neader Tes t do not di scriminate at a ll 
above the median . For both of these last two tests, t he mode 
falls at the top interval . 
Since this study involves comparisons of results from 
test to test, such compari sons must be made upon common units . 
Raw scores are not suited to this purpose . Little could be 
accomplished by converting t he r aw scores to s t andard scores. 
For one thing, by so doing o.ll means would be made equal and 
thus would be of no aid in making comparisons. In addition , 
since mos t tests lack either a dequate floor or cei l ing , the 
resulting piling up of scores at t he extremes of the scales 
mnkes meanin~less the application of the standar d score t J ~h­
n1que. It is impossible to deterr.aine stat istically how many 
mor e or fower items a subJect ..L.ir :ited by inadequate test 
floor or oe111ng would hava answered correctly. Since all 
the testa in each grade wor e adlli11istered to all the pupils 
in that grade , the differences in the dis tributions would 
appear to be caused by deficiencies in the tests thems e lves . 
1 Goodenough says : 
No amount of later tinkering uit h a set of 
imperfect scores can completely make up for the use 
of a test which either was badl y calibrated in the 
first pl ace or is unsuited to t he abilities of the 
group to whom it is adminis t ered. 
No data are available to describe the distributions of 
scoroa for the nor.mnti ve populations. It would have been 
helpful to have t hese to compar e with the distributions ob-
tained on the populat ion of t his study . 
!!!i ComEarisons 
Gr ade equivalents are used as the units for the compari-
son s in this study . One s t ated advantage of a standar d t est 
over an informal test lie s in t he availability of norms . I f 
these norms are not real ly reliable, the tests have no grea t 
va.l ue, since few measure what has actuall y been taught . There-
fore, since the norms are r eputedly f or purposes of comparison , 
and since neither standard s cores nor r aw scores can be used, 
gr ade equivalents are used. '11he greatest wEJakness l.n the use 
I 
of grade equivalents for compar a t ive purposes arises from 
t he fac t t he tests do not have compar able r anbes of scores . 
Tho following tables show t hese ranges . 
1Fl orence Goodenough, Mental Testing (New Yor k : Rinehart 
and Company, 1949), p . 150. 
T.llliLF. XLV 
I~NGES OF SCORES FOR GRADE I TESTS 
Test s 
Gates \lord Recognition •••• . •• • 
Ga t es Sentence Reading ••• ••••• 
!.1e tropoli tan Vlord Pictures ••• • 
-.!!e tropoli tan Wor d Recognition. 
Ue tropolitan Wor d aeaning., •• • 
Al:lorica.n School Wc.rd Recogni-
i:ion . ................... ... .. 
Amer i can School Word Ueaning • • 













RANGES OF SCORES FOR GRADE II TESTS 
'.i'ests 
Gates \lor d Recognition • •• ••••• 
Gates Sentence Reading ••.•.••• 
Metropol i t an Reading • ••• • ••••• 
Metropolitan \~ord Meaning •••• . 
American School Sentence and 
,. ord :Meaning ••••••••• •• ••• • 
American School Paragr aph 
!4le a.ning. v •••• • •••• •• •• •• • •• 
Lee-Clarlr :F'irst Reader • ••••• • . 
Raw 
Scores 
0 - 4 8 
0-45 
0 - 50 







1 . 2- 3 . 3 
1.2- 3 . 5 
1 . 0-3 .6 
1. 0-3 . 4 
1 .0-4 .7 






1.2-3 . 5 
1 . 2-5 . 6 
1 . 0-5 . 6 
1.1-5 . 9 
1 .1 -5.8 
1 .0- 3.6 
It should be noted that l ow scores on the Gates Word 
Recognition Test, the Gat es Sentence Reading Test, and the 
Metr opolitan Reading Test will be r a t ed much higher t han 
will l ow· s coz•ea on t he Lee- Cl ar k test s . For example , ten 
points of I' S.\1 score on t he Lee - Cl arl-c Primer Test give a 
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s cor e of' 1 .0, whi l e t en point s of' r a?T s core on t he Gates Word 
Re cogni t ion 'l'est rat e a s core o:f 1 . 7 . Top s cores on t he .Me t ro-
politan t est s and on t he Ameri can School t est s wil l r ate a full 
t wo years higher t han wi l l t op s cor e s on t he Gates test s and 
the Lee -Cl ark t est. 
To det er mine whet her or not t he differ ences i n achievement 
on t .b.e severa l tes ts are sign11'1cant, an analysis of va r iance 
was computed f or each grade . 
'l1ABLE XLVII 
VARIANCE ANALYSIS- - GRADE I 
Source of Variance d . f' . Sum of Squares 
Among t ests •• • •• • . • •• . 7 2582 . 8 
De t 'l?tecn sexes ••••• • • • • 1 2117 . 5 
Among r eadi ng syst ems. 2 6900 . 4 
Intera ct ions 
Tes ts X s exes • . • • . ••.• 7 187. 4 
Tests x r eading systems 14 467.0 
Sexes .x reading systems 2 1010 . 5 
Tests X s exes .x reading 
sys tems ••.•. • • •• • .• • 14 132.1 
Inter- ~1:;.b ject .. ... .. .. . 613 160958 .. 8 
Residual . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. 4291 34467 . 6 
Err or . ... . ..... . . . ... . 4918 34599. 7 
~ithin groups .• .• • • •• • 4904 195426 .4 
'l,ot a l . ... . .. . .. . .. .. . .. 4951 208824 . 1 
* -lHt- p <. OOl 
Aver age inter - c l ass corre lati on-- 0 . 80 
Var i ance F 
Estimate 
3•69 
211 7 . 5 
3450.2 





8 . 0325 
7 . 035 
39 . 85 
TABLE XLVIII 
VARI Al1CE AliiALYSIS --GR.t~DE II 
Source of Variance 
Among tes t s ••.•. ••• •• • 
Bet ween sexes •.• . .•.. . 
Among reading systems. 
I ntera ctions 
cioxes x reading systems 
Tests x reading systems 
Tests x sexos .•••.•..• 
Tests x sexes x reading 
ays tems ••..• ••.• • •• • 
Inter - subject •.••• • . • . 
Residual •• •• •. • • • • • ••• 
Composite • ••. • .•• ••• • • 
Tot al . . . .. . .... ... .... 
o)PJ- p <: • 01 
.:H.r-i~ P< • 001 
d . f. Sum of Squares 
6 11050. 5 
1 4820.34 
2 19246. 11 
2 848 . 65 
12 1459.43 
6 485.67 




4262 281353 .20 
Avera ge inter-cl as s correl a tion- - 0.67 
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F Variance Estimate 
1841. '7 
4820 34 
9623 . 1 




287 . 3 
19.24 
57.53 
The anal ysis of va r iance for both Grade I and II shows 
t hnt t here are differences in achievement which are significant 
at t he .001 level . These differences occur in achievement on 
the s evera l tests, bet ween t he achievement of boys and girls 
in favor of the girls , and in t he achievement of pupils in the 
three reading systems. That t he tes t s t end to measure t he 
same t hing is sho\7n by t he size of t he average inter-cla ss 
correla tions --0.80 in Gr ade I and 0.67 in Grade II . The re-
maining portions of the chapter on analysis of data will show 
in detail t he data fo1.md to be significant by t he :ana l ysis of 
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variance . 
The next two tables show achievement on all tests in 
terms of grade equivalents. The standard deviations are in 
terms of' tenths of' a year. 
TABLE XLIX 
MEAN ACHIEVEMENT OF FIRST- GRADE PUPILS ON 
EI~HT READI NG TESTS 
Tests 
Gates Word Recognition • • ••••••••••••• 
Gates Sentence Reading .•••••••••••••• 
r~tropolitan Word Pictur~s • • • • • . ••• • • 
.Metropolitan \'lord Recogni tion •• •• •••• 
Metropolitan Word Meanin$• ••·· · ··· · ·· 
American School Word Recognition • • ••• 
American School Wor d Meaning • •••• • ••. 
Leo-Clark Primer ••••••••••••••• • .•••• 
Means 
2 . 28 
2.15 
2 . 25 
2 . 2:3 
2.19 













For Grade I the means range from 2.05 t o 2 . 28 . The 
highest mean occurs on the Gates Word Recognition Test . This 
is unexpected in light of the evidence that the test is hard, 
shown by the concentr ation of r aw scores at the bottom of the 
scale. The £act that a val ue of 1 . 2 is assigned to a zero 
score contributes to this high average in spite of the many 
lmv raw scor es. On the .Metropol itan Word Meaning Test the 
mean gTade equivalent is higher than is the mean of the Lee-
Clark Primer Test. This is in spite of the fact that on the 
Uetropoli tan Word J,i.eaning Test the scores are concentrat ed 
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at the bottom of the s ca l e, whi l e on the Lee-C l ark Pr i mer 
Test the scores pil~ up at the top of the scale. 
All Metr opol itan tests , r egardless of the kind of' dis-
tribution formed by t heir r aw s cores , give high mean scores 
in comparison wi th ot her tes t s . The Gat es Word Recognition 
Teat and the Uetropolita.n Wor d Meaning Test , TTith t he l arges t 
number s of low r aw scords r ank fir st and fourth r espectively 
in t erms of grade equival ent a. !J.'hare is s ome evidence her e 
to support this s t a t ement by Goodenough: 1 
•••• Now if it so happens that a certain group of chi l -
dren whose actual distribution of ability conforms 
fairly closel y t o the normal curve are given a test 
which f or them i s so dif£1cult t hat t he majori ty are 
unable t o pass more t han a few items of it and the 
me an s core of the group i s not f ar above the f l oor, 
their distribution of scor es will not be nor~al but 
will be skewed ••• • Although t he mor e abl e subjects may 
be cor rectly measured, the number of it~s appropri a te 
t o the 10\vcr l evels i s t oo small to oonsti tute an ade-
quate sampl e of what t he backwar d subjects can do. 
Not only will their s cores be unstable but they will 
tend to be t oo hi~~, i na smuch as they r e ceive full 
credit for t he items with which they are able to sue -
coed nnd are not penalized f or easier i t en1s on which 
they might very pos s ibl y have failed had such i t ems 
been incl uded in the t est . I n l ike manner, if a test 
is too easy, the bright er members of the group will 
have i nadequat e opportunity to show what they ar e 
capable of doi ng , and their scor es are l ikel y to be 
t oo l0\7. 
?.leans on the Gr ade I I tests r ange fl'om 3 . 01 to 5 . 41 . 
The means for three of the Grade II tes ts are identical , 
two other s are very nearl y t he same as t hese t hr ee , and t wo 
1 GoodenoughJ op. c1t . , pp . 147-148. 
TABLE L 
1!EAN ACHIEVEl!RNT OF SECOND-GRADE PUPILS 
ON SEVEN READING TESTS 
Tests 
Gates Word Recognition •••••••••••. . ...•• 
Gates Sentence Reading •.•••••••.•.• • . .• . 
~~tropolitan Reading • •••.•.•. • •••••••••. 
Metropolitan Word Meaning •••••• • • • ••••.• 
American School Sentence and Word Mean-
ing . ... .. ...... . ..... . . .............. . 
American School Paragraph Meaning .. . ..• • 
Lee-Clark First Reader ••••• • •• •••••••••• 
Means 
3.03 
3 . 03 















exceed the average of t he others by nearly three months. 
On the Gates Word Recognition Test, the Gates Sentence Read-
ing Test , and the Lee-Clark First Reader Test the means ap-
proach very closely the ceilings of the t esta. Top scores on 
these t es t s are not weighted as are top scores on the Metropol i-
tan and t he American School tests. Few puplls receive high 
scores on the two American School testa, but many pupils score 
at the upper end of each of the t wo Metropolitan tests, where 
scores receive extremely high values in terms of grade equiva-
lents. 




MEAN SCORES OF FI RS'r GRADE PUPILS , BY READING SYSTEM 
·Means 
Tests Scott, Row, 
foresman Peterson Macmillan 
Gat es Word Recognition • ••..• • • • 2 . 25 2 .10 2 . 49 
Gates Sentence Readi ng . ••. . ..•• 2.13 2.03 2.29 
Metropoli tan Word Pict ttres • .•.• 2.25 2.10 2.41 
Metropolitan Word Recognit ion • • 2.22 2. 15 2. 33 
Metropol itan Word Meaning ..•••. 2. 17 2 .00 2.39 
American School Word Recogni -
t1on . .... .... ... . .. . . .... .. . . 2.11 2.00 2 .26 
American School Wor d Meani ng ••• 2 .05 1 . 94 2.17 
Lee-Cla r k Primer •• •• •• .•• . ••••• 2.08 1 . 97 2.32 
Aver age achievement is highest for pupils in the Macmillan 
s ystem; Scott, Foresman and Row, Peterson systems follow in 
descending order . Pupils in the Macmillan system r ank highest 
in intelligence; those i n t he Row, Peterson second; and in 
Scott, l<'oresman thir d . The Gates Wor d Re cognition and t he 
Metropolita n Wor d Picture s Tests tend to rank high in al l systems. 
The Lee - Cl ark Primer Test tends to r nrur l ow i n a l l systems, and 
t he Ameri can School Word Meaning Test r anks l owest in all s ystems . 
Mean scores in the Scott, Foresman system range from 2 . 05 to 
2 . 25, i n t he Row, Peterson :from 1 . 94 to 2:1 5 , and iiacmillan :from 
2 . 1'7 to 2 . 49 . 
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YEAN SCORES 01~' SECOND JRADE PUPILS # BY READING SY~T:..ti.S 
!!cans 
Tests Scott, Row, 
Foresman Peterson om1llan 
Gatos ord Recognition •••••.• • • 3.11 2 . 72 3 . 1 6 
Gates SontGnoe Reo.d.ing .•. . •••• . 3 . 10 2 . 66 3 . 17 
Motropolitru1 Rending •.•••••. . •• 3 .50 3 . 00 ~.60 
Motropol1 tan V ord enning •••••• 3.52 2 . 80 3 . 54 
Amer ican School Sentence and 
ord -otlnin,a . ......... .. .. ... 3 .11 2 . 66 3 . 28 
American School Paragraph Lean-
i.ng . .. .. ........ .............. 3 . 02 2 . 65 ~.28 
Lee-Cla.rk "1rst Rea.dor •. .•••• •• S. l2 2 . 73 3 .14 
'l'he pupils 1n tho acmillan systeLl rnn.lt h1{;he:~t 1n ohieve-
mont ; Scott, r or osman and Row, Peterson ~ollow 1n descending 
order . In intollig nee the puyilt'! 1n tho Macmilla.n system rank 
highest, Ro , Pot rson second, and Scott , Foresman t hir d. In 
all sys t0'18 tho two Metropolitan t ests have the h1rhest moans. 
'!'he h.lehost aoh1evers --thoso pupils in tho .Macmillan syotom--
r ank highoot on t he four tests wr..i ch provide greatest coiling 
in tor.:u.s of grade equi vc.J.ents . In tho Scott , J. orosman and Row, 
Peter on systems the American School Pardgrnph aning 'lest 
r anks the lowest. The 1~ean scores in the Scott, l oreaman syst em 
ran~ed from 3.02 to 3 . 52; in t h e Row, Peterson ~ou 2.G6 to 
3 . 00 and in tho CLI.illan 1'ro.=n 3 . 14 to 3 . 60. 
. 
Tho noxt tvo tables show averase achievo:nont o~ boys and 
girls. 
TABLE LIII 
J4EAl TEST SCORES OF BOYS AND GIRLS It: GRADE I 
Teste 
Gates lord Recogni t i on •••••••••• • ••• 
Gates Sontonco ReadinB·· · ··· ······· · 
otropoli t an -~ord P lctures •••• ••• . •• 
r~otropoli tan \~ord Rocogn.i tion •••.••• 
»otropolitan lord Loaning •• • •.••.• . • 
Ar.tor1 co.n School \lord nocogni tion • • . • 
Amorica.n School ••Ord -ea.ni.ng . •.•• • . • 
Loe-C1ark Pr1mor • •• •. •• •••••. . ...•. 
Boys 
2.23 





2 . 03 
2 . 06 
oans 
Girls 
2 . 34 
2 . 24 
2 . 34 
2 .30 
2 . 29 




On all testa str:s exceed boys in achievo ont. Both 
b07B and girls atta.1n t heir highest tteo.na o!l tho Go.tea ·ord 
Roeocni tion Test nnd tho three ~etropolitan tosts . Both 
roee1vo their lowest s core on tho t~ori cnn School )ord Loan-
inG Toot . For boyo t~o scores range tro~ 2. 03 t o 2 . 23. 
&cor ea of girls ra,,go from 2 .08 to 2 . 34. Tho o.vernge score 
of ~1rls 1o appr oximately one month h16hcr t han that of 
boys . 
TABLE LIV 
l.IEA:N TEST SCOJlliS OF1 BOYS AliD OIRLS Ill GRADE II 
1'eots 
Gntoo #ord Recognition •••••• .. ..•• 
Gatos Sontenoo Rending ••. •. ..••••• 
ltotropoli tan Reo.ding .•• • ••••••• • •• 
Metropol itan Hord. Me(;tning ... . ..... . 
Amol'1oo.n School Sontel'lee and Word 
Meaning. • • . . . . • • . • • ... • • • • ••••••• • 
Auler1can School Partlgro.ph Beaning. 
Leo- Clnrk Firat Roader •.•. •••. •••• 
Boys 
2 . 98 
2 . 96 
3.29 
3 . 22 
2 . 94 
2 . 85 








3 . 15 
3 . 13 
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On all the tests girls exoeod boys i n aver age achieve-
ment. Both boys o.nd girls score highest on tho two Letropol1-
t an tests. Girls receive their lowest oooros on the throe 
tooto with loaot oc1linc in te~s or ado equivalents. 
Boys 1•ece1ve tboir loweat scorea on the Leo-Clark 11rot 
Reader 'l'ost o.nd tho two American School toots. '.Pl1o test 
wh1oh differentiates moat sharply betweon boys o.m'l girls is 
the American Bohool Paragraph Mean1ne ~oat. Saoroo of boys 
raneo fro~ 2 . 85 to 3 . 29> while scores of girl s range from 
3 .08 to 3 . 53. In Grade II girls achiove, on the average, ~o 
aont ha higher t han do boys. 
Tho tvo following tables show achievenont o~ the pupilB 
in t1o loa and 1n tho high phonics groupo . 
TABLE LV 
MEAN SCORES OF FIRST-Gfu\DE PUPI LS , BY PHONICS GROUP 
~ND READING SYSTEM 
93 
Hi~ Phonic~ Low Phonics Groups Testa roups . 
S.F. R. P. lio.c . S.F. R. P. lJac. 
Gatos Word Recognition •• •• 2 . 91 2 . 70 2 . 91 1.69 1 . 43 1 . 93 
Gatos Sentence Rending ...... 2 . 78 2 . 53 2 . 72 1 . 66 1 . 54 1.85 
Metrono1itan Word Pict t1rea 2.94 2 ~ 61 2.$5 1.68 1 . 47 1.96 
?l!etropol1 tan \'ford Recog-
nition,. . .......... • •. .. . . 2.80 2.62 2 . 74 1.71 1 . 60 1.88 
Metropol itan ~Vord f~ea.ning . 3. 11 2. 64 2 . 94 1.4? 1 . 45 1 .. 93 
American School Word 
Recogni tion ••• • •• •• • ••• • 2.78 2 . 48 2 . 74 1.52 1 . 42 1 .73 
American School Word 
1~oani_ng • •••...• •.•...•..• 2.77 2.42 2 . &4 1 .53 1 . 40 1 . 70 
Lee-Clark Primer •••••.•. ~ . 2 .72 2 . 52 2 . 72 1 . 51 1.27 1.80 
Pupils in the high phoni cs groups tend to receive their 
highest scores on the Metropolitan Word Meaning Te s t a..~d t heir 
1ovtest scores on the American School Word Meaning Test. In 
the Scott, I.i'oresman and t he Row, Peterson systems the pupils 
in the l ow phonics group scoro highest on the lletropolitan 
Word Re coen.i t ion Test. No test cons:tstentl y yields l ow scores 
for a l l three of the . lo\1 phonics groups . However, t he tv1o 
American School tests and t he Le e-Clark Prir:aer 'l1est tend t o 
produce lov; scores f'o r the pupils i n the low phonics groups. 
TABLE LVI 
!mAN TEST SCORES OF SECOND-GRADE PUPILS, BY PHONICS 
GROUP AliD READING SYSTEM 
-
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Hi gh Phonics Low Phonics 
Test s Groups Groups 
s .F. R. P. .li a c . S. F .. R. P. L1a.c . 
Gates Word Recognition ••• • 3 . 25 3 . 27 3 . 27 2 . 73 2 . 30 2 . 8 7 
Gates Senten ce Reading • • • • 3 . 35 3 . 3 2 3 . ~9 2 . 61 2 . 27 2 . 78 
Metropolit an Reading • • •••• 3 . 94 4 .07 4 . 1 1 2 . 81 2 . 49 2 . 85 
.Me tropolitan Wor d Meaning. 4.09 3 . 91 4 . 10 2 . '75 2 . 25 2 . '72 
American School Sentence 
and \lord Meaning . .... . ... 3 . 63 3 . 56 3 . 93 2 . 49 2 . 17 2 . 71 
American School Paragraph 
Meaning ... . .• . ... . •••• • •. 3 . 53 3 . 65 3.95 2 . 29 2. 13 2 . 46 
Lee- Clark l''irst Reader •••• 3 . 38 3 . 33 3 . 36 2 . 59 2 . 30 2 . 71 
Pupils in the high phonics groups consistently score 
hi gllest on t he four tests which can yiel d grade equi ve.lents 
of from 5 . 6 to 5 . 9 at t he top of t he scale.. Their nean 
scores on the other three tests very nearly approach the 
upper limits of those tests. lc'or exampl e , means of' 3 . 25 and 
3 . 27 arc very near the top limit of 3 .3, whi ch is the maximum 
grade equivalent on the Gates \'ior d Recogniti on Teat. In the 
low phonics groups the higher means are on the Metropolitan 
Reading Test and the Gates Word Roeognition Test . Their 
l owest scores occUl~ on t he t wo American Schoo_ test s. 
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Rel ationshi p between Achievement ~ Tests ~ ~ Vocabulari 
Agreement 2£ Tests ~ Readers 
As has pr evi ously been stated, it ~as t he purpose of this 
study to determi ne whether there are differences in test scor es 
which could be a t t ributed to t he differ ences in vocabulary 
agreement between tests and basal reading systems. 
The as sumption was made that tests with great er per cents 
of \70rds pr eviously presented in readers woul d prove easier 
f'or pupils than would tests heavily loaded vti th tmfarrdlia.r 
words . Norrually, higher scores would be expected on t ests 
which are easy for t he subjects taking the tes t s. However , 
some of the tests used ln this study do not r espond in this 
way . For example , in Gr ade I tests sevoral inconsistencios 
appear . Tho L-ee- Clark :?rimer Test has heavier concentra tions 
of' rm1 scores a t the top of its scale than bas any other test 
used . This preswnably shows that the test was easy for the 
subj ects who took t he t est. In spite of this , the mean grade 
equivalent o:f this test r anks it next to the loVIes t among the 
eight tests . The l'~etropoli ta.n Hord :~ean1ne; 'l1GSt, wit h one 
htmdred cases falling at the lowest interval; appears to be 
the hardest t est . 1'1J:le rneo.n g!"adc equivalent for t his test 
ranks 1 t .fourth among t he eight. The .Metropolitan ~:iord Re c og-
ni t :ton Test is the onl y .first grade test 'Vi th concentrn.t1ons 
o.f scor es a.t the top o.f the scale which also rates a high 
mean gr ade equivalent in comparison with other tests . 
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With the easy tests ~en~ing to yield low grade equiva-
1' 
lents and the hard tests /yielding high ones, · '\ralid compari-
/ 
sons to answer the main question involved in this study are 
very difficult to make. 
The Grade II tests react .in a manner comparable to that 
of 'the Grade I tests. Three tests which have half their 
cases either in the top interval or in the two top intervals 
rank identical means of 3.03. This i s ne}~t to the lowest 
mean. The two :Metr•opoli tan tests have fairly heavy co:ncen-
tra.tions of high scores.. However, on theso tests all high 
.scores are extremely heavil y \Veighted. The three tests in 
Grade II with highest means have those n1eans, not because 
more people score high on those tes ts, but because top scores 
reoeive high values. Tho only test which seems to warrant 
having its top scores weighted is the American School Para-
graph Meaning Test. Only six people score at the top of this 
test. 'rhc Metropolitan Word Meaning IJ.•est he. a equall y heavy 
weighting , and ninety-nine score in the top interval. Thus 
' 
i n Grade II tests the size oi' the mean score see1:1S nost near ·-
ly related to the range oi' grade equivalent$ and t he amonnt 
of tveighting of items .. 
The r ollowine table shows the vocnbula~y a grecTient or 
each test with three basal reading systems. 
9 7 
· TABLE LVII 
NUMBER AI~D PER CENT OF' WORDS IN COMMON BETW:&.'EN PRIMARY 
READING TESTS AND THREE BASAL READING SYSTEMS 
Reading Systems 
No. Scott, Foresman Row, Peterson L:tlemi 11an of 
Tests Worde No . of % of No . ~f % of No. of % ot 
in Test Tes t Test Teat '11ost Test 
Test Words Words Words Words Words Words in in in in in in 




Word Recognition 89 35 39 .3 24 27.0 28 31.5 
Word Meaning •••• 91 29 31.9 36 39 . 6 33 36.3 
Gates Primary 
Word Recognition 185 57 30.8 62 33.5 62 3 3 .5 
Sentence Reading 10'7 47 43.9 48 44.9 50 46.7 
Lee Clark Primer . 91 6 6 '12 . 5 46 50 . 5 58 63.7 
Metropolitan 
Achievement 
Word Pictures •.• 75 31 41 . 3 54 45.5 25 33.3 
\l'iord Hecogni tion 116 40 34 . 5 41 35.3 32 27.6 
Word Meaning ••• . 72 1 9 26.3 21 29.2 27 37.5 




Word Meaning •••• 1~8 101 53. 7 84 44.7 82 43.6 
Paragr aph Mean-
1ng • ••..... .. . . . 41 8 214 51.2 188 44.9 206 49 . 5 
Gates Primary-'Jo 
Word Recognition 185 117 63.2 106 57.3 103 55.7 
Sentence Reading 107 73 68.2 65 60.7 64 59.8 
Lee-Clark E'irst 
Reader •••• • •••••• 211 139 65 .9 115 54 . 5 137 64.9 
Metropolitan 
Achievement 
Reading • • • •••••• 382 208 54.5 188 49.2 19 1 50 . 0 
Word Meaning ••• • 174 76 43.7 46 26 . 4 5 1 29 . 3 
·;t-This test is identical wi th the one used in Gr ade I . 
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The Lee-C l ark Pri mer Test has a higher per cent of "f10rds 
in common with a ll l:"eading systems than has any other test for 
Gr ade I. The Gates Sentence Reading Test r anks high in vocabu-
l ary agreentent \71th all r eadi ng systems a lso. The tests v i t h 
lowest per cents of vocabul ary agreement wit h reading syst ems 
are t he Gates Word Recognition Test and the Metropolitan Word 
Meaning Test. 
In Gr ade II these t ests r ank ei ther f irst , second, or 
t hird in per cent of vocabulary agreement wi th all r eading 
systems: Gates Sentence Reading , Lee - Clark First Reader, and 
Gates Word Recogni tion. The Metropolitan Word Meaning Tea t 
has the lowest agreement \rlth all sys tems . 
Gr ade II tests have much closer vocabulary a.greeroent wi t h 
all reading systems than do Gr ade I tests . 
The fo l lowing f i gures show test means in relation to 
vocabulary agr eement between t est s and readlng systems . The 
fi r st three fi gures for each gr ade show test means of the 
tot a l population i n each reading system. The next three 
f i gures for each gr ade show means of high phonics groups , and 
the l ast thr ee show means of low phonics groups . 
Thes e three figures show t hat, on the 'basis of grade 
equivalents, t here is little r elationship ot vocabulary agree-
ment o£ .first grade tests and readers with test scores. In 
f act , the relationships i n some cases are r eversed. 1~e 
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vocabulary overlap with the three reading systems, receives 
a high mean gr ade equivalent. The Lee-Clark Primer Test, 
which has a higher per cent or vocabulary agreement than any 
other test with all reading systems, receives a lou mean 
score. 
Pupils in the Scott, Foresman system score lowest on 
the American School Word Meaning Test, which has e. low per 
cent of vocabulary agr~ement with that system. 
In the Row, Peterson system there is a r el atively hi gh 
score on the Gates Sentence Reading Test , and this test agrees 
well with the vocabulary of t hat reading system . 
In the ~~cmillan system, the second highest score is on 
the Metropolitan Word Pictures ~1est, and that test ranks high 
in vocabulary agreement with that system. T.he American School 
Word Recogni tion Test has a low mean score in that system and 
has a correspondi ngly low vocabulary agreement with the read-
ers . 
The three following figures, pr esenting means of high 
phonics groups , show a slightly difrerent picture of the in-
fluence of vocabulary upon test scores than was shown f or the 
total popul ation. 
In the Scott, Foresman system the Metropol itan Word Pic-
tures Test has a high mean score . It also has a high per 
cent of vocabulary agreement with the Scott, Foresman readers. 
The Metropolitan Word Recognition and the American School 
10 
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Word Test have means which rank fourth and fifth among the 
test means for this group. The vocabulary agreement of these 
tests raP..ka ther: fifth and fourth respectively. The mean of 
the American School Word llcaning Test ranks seventh of the 
eight means. In vocabulary agreement the test ra.nks sixth . 
The r.tetropol1 tan Word Meaning Test ranks third in 7 
vocabulary agre ement with the Row, Pet erson system. The 
mean of this test r ank$ it second among t $st means for this 
group. On t he Aznerican School Word Reoogni tion Test the mean 
for t~\s system r anks seventh among means . The teat r anks J 
seventh in extent of vocabulary agreement. 
In the Macmillan system t he mean of the Metropolitan 
Word Pictures Teat r anks third among test means. This test 
ranks second in vocabulary agreement with t he Macmillan sys -
tem. The Metropolitan Word Recogniti on Test mean ranks fourth 
acong, tost means and t he test ranks fifth in vocabulary agree-
ment . 
The following three figures present t he means of the low 
phonics groups. For these groups more influence of common 
test-text vocabulary is apparent than has been apparent for 
other groups. In the Scott , Foresman syat~~ these tests show 
achievement in line with vocabulary agreement . A relatively 
hiGh score is achieved on the Metropolitan Word Pictures Test 
and this test lms comparable vocabulary agreement. Low 
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FIGURE IC 
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and on the American Schoo~ Word Meaning Test. These two 
tests hnve low per cents of vocabulary agreement with this 
read.ing sys t ent. 
In the Row, Pet erson system three tests show achievement 
in line with vocabulary agreement. A high score on the Gates 
Sent ence Heading Test occurs , and this t e~;at hao a high per 
cent of vocabulary a~eement with this syst em- Low scores 
occur on the Gates Word Recognition Test o.nd on the American 
School Word Recognition Test. Each o£ th&se tests has low 
vocabu."\.ar-y agreement with t he books of thi s r eading syster!. 
In tho llacmille.n system three tests ahovr achievement in 
l ine ttith vocabulary agreement . The Metropol itan Word Pic-
tures Test receives t he highest mean score and agrees second 
in vocabulary with this system. Low scores occur on the 
Ue tropolitan \lord Recognition Test and on tbe A.t:lerica.n School 
Word Recognition Test . Each of these teats ha.s a low per cent 
of vocabulary agreement wit h this reading syst em . 
All testa used for Grade II pupils produce comparable 
means, except for the two Metropolitan t es ta . Since the 
~etropolitan means are so much higher than any other moans , 
each of those means has been corrected in the follo\7ing 
figures by t he amount it exceeds the average of all Gr ade II 
test means. 
For the Grade II testg, as s hown by the three figures, 
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equivalents and t he vocabulary agreement of tests and readers. 
In the Scott , Foresman system, t he Lee- Clark test mean 
r anks tr~rd wmong test means and the tes t r anks second in 
vocabulary agreement . The means of the Gates Wor d Recogni t i on 
Test a nd t he Amer i can School Sentence o.nct Word Meaning Tes t 
both r ank fourth among t est means. The tests r ank third and 
fifth in vocabulary agreement \rlth the Scott , Foresman system. 
The American School Paragraph Meaning Test mean r anks lowest 
among test means, and t he tes t ranks next to l owest in vocabu 
lary agreement. 
In the Row, Peterson system the means of t he Lee-Cl ark 
First Reader Test and the Gates Word Recognition Test rarur 
third and fourth among test means . The t ests r anlt second and 
t h ird in vocabulary agreement. The mean of the American School 
Sentence and Word J.ieaning Test r anks sixth $mong means and the 
test r anks sixth among tes ts in vocabulary agreement. 
In the t~cmillan system the mean of the American School 
Paragraph Meaning Test r anks fourth among means , a.nd the test 
ranks fifth in vocabulary agreement. In this system the four 
hi~1est means occur on the four tests ~ith lowest vocabulary 
agreement between tests and readers . 
The :f'ollowing figure s s how mean score s of the high phonics 
groups in Grade II. These groups score lowest on the three 
tests \'lith the l east amount of vocabulary agreement with 
reading systems . However, this i s o. factor o~ the l~ited 
.s 
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ceiling of t hose three tests. The obtained means appr oach 
the cei l ings of the tests. It is reasonable to a s sume that 
if these tests had cei lings comparable to those of the other 
f'our tes ts, t heir mefl.ns woul d equal those on t he t ests wi th 
two years ' hi gher possible score. 
In the l ow phonies groups i n Gr ade II , sho\m by the 
three fol lowing f'igures, ther e is evidence that t he extent 
of vocabulary agreement between tests and reading syst ems 
has rea l bear i ng upon teat scores. The mean grade equivalents 
of the two American School tests, which have low vocabulary 
agreement with all reading systems , are cGnsistently t he low-
est means . The L~tropolitan test means , after correction, 
are in line with the extent to which they agree with the 
r eading systems in vocabulary. The two Gates tests and t he 
Lee- Clark test rank either first , second , or third in vocabu-
l ary agreement with all systems . Their means also r ank e ither 
first, s econd, or thir d. 
I n the Scot t , Foresman s ystem the mean of the Gates ~ord 
Recognition Test r anks third among t est means and t he test 
ranks thir d in voca bu1ary agreement • The means of' t he two 
American School tests rank sixth and s eventh among test means 
and the tests rank fifth and sixth in vocabulary agreement . 
In the Row, Peterson system the means of the Gates Word 
Recognition Test and the Lee-Cl ark First Reader Test r ank 
second among t est means, and the t es t s r ank third and second 
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:tGBpeot1'Vol :r ln vocabulary a..31"Ge!'l.ent with thio roo.ding syste!!l. 
The monn of tho 1\.m.erica.n School Sentenoo and \lord l!enning ~ost 
ro.nks oixth o.t'long test :.~cnns and the test ro.nks sixth 1n 
voonbuln~ ngrov~ont. 
In tho !.a.c>!lllln.n system t he Gates \Jor d !1oc o;m.1 t1on •ro.st 
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SUMMARY ~lD CONCLUSI ONS 
The data gathered 1n t his study w~re analyzed to determine 
the e£fect of vocabulary common to primary reading tests and 
basal reading systems upon reading test scores. An attempt 
was made to answer these questions: 
1 . Does the mean t es t score depend upon the effect of 
agre~ ae~t of the test i n vocabulary with t he basal reading sys -
tom? 
. 
2. Does the sensitivity to common test-text vocabulary 
dimini s h after Grade I ? 
. ., 
3 . Joes skill 1n phonics lessen t he effect of common test-
text vooabul 'l.rY? 
. . 
.4. Do some reading sys··;ems, more than others , show greater 
response to common test-text vooabula1.•y? 
5 . Do t est scores of boys depend more upon common test -
text vocabulary t han do test scores of girls? 
Nine standardized reading tests were used in Grade I and 
eight 1n Grade II . The 3cores on t he Detroit tests were not 
considered 1n t,.o analysis of' data, s ince no grade equivalent 
norms are provi~ed for t hese tests. These tests had previously 
- 123 -
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been analyzed t o determine what per cent of the vocabulary of 
each teat is common to the vocabulary of each of s everal basal 
reading systems. In both grades t he Otis Quick- Scoring Mental 
1 Ability Test, Alpha For.m A, was used to measure intelligence . 
An ori glnal test to measure skill in phonics was built and ad-
ministered to all pupils in the study. 
The testing was carried out in communities using one of 
three basal readi ng s ystems: Scott, Foresman; Row, Peterson; or 
Macmillan. 
In the analysis of data, only t hose cases were retai ned for 
which compl e te data were available. In t he Scott, F'oresman sys-
tem complete data were available for 230 pupils in Gr ade I and 
for 307 in Grade II. In the Row, Peterson system t her e wer e 189 
cases i n Grade I and 139 in Grade II. I n the Macmillan system 
200 cases were available in Grade I and 163 in Grade II . 
The order of giving t he reading tests was rotated in order 
to scatter any practice effect which might favor one test more 
than another. The intelligence tes t was g iven on the fir s t day 
of t he testing and t he phonics test on the final day. 
All tests used in the study were hand scored. The scoring 
was checked for accuracy. Becau s e of t he l ar ge numbers of test 
scores to be analyzed, all pertinent data were transferred to 
I BM cards to facilita t e t he analysis of dat a. 
1Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New 
York, 1936 , 1938, 1939 . 
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Conclusions 
1. It appears that the commonness of vocabulary between 
teat and text has slight effect upon reading achievement as 
measured by standard tests. 
a . These Grade I tests tend to yield test scores in line 
with t heir vocabulary agreement with basal readers: 
American School Word Recognition, Metropolitan Word 
Pictures, and Metropolitan Word Recognition . 
b. These Grade II tests tend to yield test scores in 
line with t heir vocabulary agreement with basal read-
ers: Gates Sentence Reading , American School Sentence 
and Word Meaning , and American School Paragr aph Mean-
ing . 
2 . The sensitivity to common test-text vocabulary does not 
diminish after Grade I. The evidence of the effect of vocabulary 
upon test scores is more clear-cut in Gr ade I I than it is in 
Grade I. 
3 . Skill i n phonics does lessen t he e.ffect of common t est-
text vocabular y upon test scores . 
4. Pupils i n the Scott, Foresman system in both Grade I and 
I I are t he most affec ted by common test- text vocabul ary , and 
pupils in t he .tiacmillan system are least affected . 
a . In Grade II the pupil s in the Scott , Foresman system 
rank high on the Metropolitan Reading Test and the 
126 
Lee-Clark First Reader Test, both of which have h i gh 
· vocabulary agreement vdth the Scott, Foresman r ead-
ers·. These pupi l s rank low on the American School 
Paragraph Meaning Test , which has low vocabulary 
agreement \v.ith Scott, Foresman readers. 
b . Scores of pupils in the Macmillan system show no 
evidence of influence of vocabulary agreement since 
the highest scores appear on the four tests vtith least 
vocabulary agreement with readers . 
5. Scores of boys depend more upon common test-text vocabu-
lary than do scores of girls. 
6. Some tests having high per cents of vocabulary agreement 
with readers have inadequate ceiling to measure pupils who score 
high in phonics. This artificially forces lower mean scores on 
these tests than would appear if .t he highest achievers could be 
adequately measured . The conclusions in t his study are t herefore 
less valid , since test-to-test comparisons are made on the basis 
of mean s cores • 
7. Abil i ty 1n phonics appears to affect scores on standard 
achievement tests. 
a. Scores of pupils in t he low phonics group are more 
affected by ~he amount of te~t-text vocabulary agree-
ment than are the scores of any other groups~ 
b . All pupi ls in the study who are in the high phonics 
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group tend to make their highest scores on t he tests 
with most ceiling . It is ~possible to predict what 
relationships might appear if the t ests uith high 
vocabulary agreement had also ceiling comparable to 
that of' the tests \Vith less vocabulary agreement . 
8. Sex differences in achievement appear to b e evident. 
a . Boys s core significantly lower on all tests, includ-
i ng phonics, than do girls.. Much of the lower reading 
achievement of boys is apparently related to t he sig-
nificantly lower achievement of boys in phonics. 
9. Tests having lmv vocabulary agreement wit h readers tend 
to produce low mean grade equivalents more consistentl y than 
tests ,Ni th high vocabulary agreement produce high I!lean gr ade 
equivalents. 
10. According to the test chosen t o measure achievement, 
average Grade I achievement may vary t wo months and avera ge 
Grade II achievement may vary four months . 
Limitations 
1. All tests do not have adequate range to measure effec-
tively both low and high achievers. 
2. It was not possible to measure the effect upon test 
scores of other very pertinent factors: teaching methods, 
library facilities, rapport between pupils and tester, and use 
of supplementary reading materials . 
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Suggestions for Further Research 
1 . Build tests similar in form to those which have but 
little vocabulary ~greement vri th basal readers, using vocabu -
l ary vrhich has been taught in the readers . 
2 . Build a first-grade reading teat t hat measures the 
kinds of r eading actually done in that grade. Present tests 
measure to a large extent onl y wor d recognition and word 
meaning . 
3. Test the validity of thE> pictures used in test s which 
require the matching of uords to pictures by l~ving pupils 
tell what each picture represents. 
4 . Compare test scores obtained by ea.c~h pupil on a 
group silent reading test against each pup11 1 s individual 
oral reading response on the same test items. 
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Directions for Phonics Teat 
(~~e worda on the children's papers aro not in their 
vocabu1ariee and are not to be pronounced eithor by the teach-
er or by tho children during the test. Un1'amiliar orda were 
deliberat e l y chosen in ords r to teat the visua l transfer ot 
tho sounds in the words pronounced. \1hile there 1e no til!le 
l~t, c ove along rapidly f r om one item t o another.) 
Today wo are going to pl ay a game with aome brand-new 
wor ds . \io ar e go1ns to see how well eaoh ot you oan hear 
sounds and then find the l et ters that malto tho sounds . 
( Ylr 1 to padloolt vegetable barberry on the blackboard . ) 
Look a t the wor ds on the bl ackboard . Which one has t he 
s o sound at the beg1~g as £!!!? 
----' put a o1r ole around t he word that begins like 
ball . 
(Have one ohild .30 to t ho blackboard and draw a c1role 
around the oorreot wor d.) 
No look at row number one on your papor. Draw a ci rcle 
around the word in row one t hat begins w1 th t he a ace ao\D'ld as 
fall. 
(Cheok the papers to see that all have understood t he 
dir ections.) 
In row two put a circle around tho word t hat bogins like 
stunmor. 
Row threo-- 4ar k the word thnt begins like gate . 
Ro~ four--Mark tho wor d that begins like l adder . 
Row tive--Mark the word that begins like t oday 
Row six--Hark the wor d that begins liko Jellow . 
Row seven-- k the word that begins like ~. 
Row oight--Liark the wor d tba t begin a like vial t 
Row nino- - k tho word tba t begins liko plant. 
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Row ten- -Mark the word that begins like dress. 
Row eleven--Mark the word that begins like third. 
Row twelve--Mark the word that begins like black. 
Row thirteen--Mark the word that begins l ike chair . 
Row fourteen--Mark the wor d that begins like qui ck. 
Row fifteen--Mark the word that begins l ike whi t e. 
(write these words on the bl ackboard: harmonica 
muskrat ~) 
Now, l isten to the s ound you hear at t he ~ of' h!i· 
Look at t he words on the bl~ckboard. Vlhioh word rhymes with 
hat? 
-
________ , draw a circl e around the word that rhymes wit h· 
hat. 
- {Have one child mark the word that rhymes with !!!.!·) 
Look a t the words in row 16. Find and mark the word that 
rhymes with~· 
Row 17--Mark the word that rhymes with s ent. 
-
Row 18--Mark the word that rhymes with ran. 
-
Row 19--lnark the \"rord that rhymes with ~· 
Row 20- - Mark t he \"lor d t hat rhymes wit h r ock. 
This time, listen to the sound at the very end of cried. 
Then find on the bl ackboard (forehead cr ims on diff er ent ) 
the word that bas the same ending sound as cried. 
-------' mark the word th8.t ends with the same sound a s 
cried. 
(Have one chil d mark t he word that has the same final 
consonant as cried.) 
Find Row 21. Draw a circle around the vrord that ends 
like crab. 
-
Row 22- - Mark the wor d that ends l ike f l ag . 
I 
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Ro\V 23--Mark the word tha t ends like bus. 
-
Row 24--Mark the word t hat ends like half. 
-
Row 25--Mark the word that ends like picnic. 
For the rest o£ the game you will have to listen and look 
very carefully . You are to find the word that begins and ends 
like the word 1ou hear. Which word on t he blackboard ( fis;~ 
fault helmet begi ns and ends like feet? 
(One child is to mark t he correct word.} 
Look at Row 26 . Mark the word that begins and ends like 
park. 
(0heck individual respons es before continuing .) 
Row 27--Alark the word that begins and ends like watch . 
Row 28--Mark the word that begins and ends like frishten. 
Row 29- - Mark the word that begins and ends like dirt . 
-
Rov1 30--Uark the word that begins and ends like !.2.2!· 
Row 31-- Mark the wor d t hat begins and ends like glad. 
Row 32--Mark the word that begins and ends like bel l . 
-
Row 33--Mark the word that begins and ends l ike candy . 
Row 34--Marlr the word that begins and ends like ham. 
Row 35- - Mark t he word t hat begins and ends like ~ 
Row 36--Mark t he word t hat begins and ends like marbles. 
Row 37--Mar k the word t hat begins and ends like tried . 
Row 38--Mar k the word that begins and ends like stop. 
Row 39--tda.r k the word that begins and ends like lli· 
Row 40--Mar k the word that begins and ends like not . 
13'7 
Phonics Test 
Name __________________________ Gr ade____ School~----------------
1 tranquil familiar vagabond 21 crowd grasp job v 
2 mat ter r apidity separated 22 flutter blood tug 
3 geyser capit ulate petal 23 loss bant am lynx 
4 luck differ wanderer 24 locust hearty grief' 
5 deck temper ature highway 25 piccolo f antastic benef':!. t 
6 vtisdom yacht volcano 28 peacock derrick pardon 
7 gasoline kaolin l ariat 27 water workbench lurch 
8 f'ault vein \'Iei ght 28 fronti er frozen traditi on 
' 
I ~ document blossom pl entiful 29 davenport disease protec t 
1 0 jonquil s drouth bronco 30 rotation rem.a.rk needlewo r k 
1 1 t horough f avor t atter ed 31 claimed gl istened gl ee 
1 2 broadcast blizzard domestic 32 bullet .farewell bushel 
1 3 choice confer classic 33 candidate generally cordi ally 
-
4 1 guard creak quotation 34 helitu:1 happines s l oom 
1 5 thistl es whirled hatchet 35 rusty radish f'ool ish 
( 1 6 silky r emember ing napkin 36 noodl es margin measles 
l 7 senator department stimulant 37 dreamed transfer trampled 
1 8 specimen caravan r affia 38 stirr up s t i r clamp 
1 9 bungalow radius swish 39 jog jib fi g 
2 0 roster struck drydock 40 rot nicest notion 
. ------- --- -
l.Z8 
Directions for Test~ng Program 
Last year several st~es were made at Boston University 
to deter:"line the extent to wh!ch standardi zed primary read!.ng 
teats contain words which have been preaente~ to basal readers. 
As a rosult of these studies it was found that the tests vary 
greatly--from 3l,S to 91~--in tho extent to which they o. r e made 
up of words whioh are in the basal reBdora. 
To determine whether these differences in vocabulary af-
fect the grade scores of children taking the testa is tho 
purpose or this testing program. 
It is ot utmost iDportance that tho directions tor each 
test be rollo od eXActl7. Give no explanations other than 
thoao 1n tho tost manua.l . Wher e there ia a til:r!o limit, adhere 
to it care~lly. I£ , for any reason , the ti~e linit or any 
otbor condition was not adhered to, indicate this whon hand 
ing in the teat booklets . Such results cannot be included in 
t ho study. 
Attached to t hese directions is a echodule noting which 
toot or teGts shoul~ be given each day . It would bo well to 
o.llow a short time for relaxation between the testa. 
At some time during the testing prograr., I plan to visit 
each classroom oooper atLng i n this study . I shall need the 
following information about each child: 
.-...... ---::~ 
Full na..."tle 




The number at ea~ level ot auppl 11' ntary books in 
addition to the basal readers he has read 1n 
reJUlar roading class. 
Roading l evol- - the level at hioh ho la no rea~. 
Your cooper ation 1n giving these teota is making t his 
study possible. I t 1s greatly appreoiated. As s oon ns pos-
sible, you may have t he results of tho tests . 
TESTillG SCHEDULE 
Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability 
.Metropolitan 
Lee- Cl ar k 
Gates 





Check Lis t 
Gr ade City 
Lengt h of reading period 
Number in cla s s School 
-
Number of groups Low Mi ddle Hi gh Group Group Group 
-
Wor kbooks 
Basal - (completely) partially , 
not at a ll 
-
Others 
Number used- (completely, 
partially) 
Word Recognition 
Lengt h of dail y instruction time 
Wot~d Anal y sis 
]:.,engt h of daily instruction time 
Use of Readi ng Games 
( .F'r -equent, seldom, never) 
-
Experience Charts 
(Many , few, none) 
Cl ass News paper 
{Fr e quent , sel dom, never) 
-
Free Reading Ti me 




(Da i l y, often, s el dom) 
(% of tota l reading time used for it 
Room Library 
(Adequate , fair , poor ) 
... 
Books f r om Public Library 
(Many , few, none) 
